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Mixed Methods for Studies That Address Broad and Enduring Issues in 

Education Research 
 
by Lois Weis, Margaret Eisenhart, Greg J. Duncan, Elizabeth Albro, Andrea Conklin Bueschel, Paul 
Cobb, Jacquelynne Eccles, Ruby Mendenhall, Pamela Moss, William Penuel, Robert K. Ream, Rubén G. 
Rumbaut, Finbarr Sloane, Thomas S. Weisner & James Wilson - 2019 
 
This special report of the Mixed Methods Working Group is edited by Lois Weis, Margaret Eisenhart, and Greg J. 
Duncan. 
 
 

REPORT: MIXED METHODS FOR STUDIES THAT ADDRESS BROAD AND ENDURING ISSUES IN EDUCATION RESEARCH 
 

THE MIXED METHODS WORKING GROUP 
 

The Mixed Methods Working Group (MMWG) included senior-level scholars and funders who use or support the use 
of multiple methods in education research. The group was convened to discuss guidelines for mixed-methods 
research that addresses broad and enduring educational problems in an increasingly diverse and unequal society by 
capitalizing on the complementary strengths of different methods. 
 
BACKGROUND TO THE MMWG CONVENING 
 
Over the past decade, research universities and funding agencies have vigorously encouraged research that 
addresses pressing and large-scale problems of education in an increasingly diverse and unequal society. It is 
widely accepted that such research requires research teams drawn from several disciplines and employing a range 
of research designs and methods. At least a handful of universities are pushing “cluster hiring” schemes that 
encourage cross-disciplinary and mixed-methods teams of researchers to build critical mass in vital fields of 
scholarship, including education.1 Constructing and actualizing such broad-based teams demands that scholars 
leverage institutional support to pursue external federal, state, and/or private foundation funding and work across 
disciplinary and methodological boundaries to accomplish their goals. 
 
Although there has been scholarly discussion of what mixed-methods research is or should be, limited attention has 
been paid to the ways in which such methods can be thoughtfully and rigorously employed in the service of broad-
based projects that attack significant education issues, seek external funding, and strive for wide dissemination. 
Unfortunately, the value of multiple investigative methods in education research has, at times, been 
overshadowed by a Manichean debate pitting quantitative and qualitative research approaches against each other 
(Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Although mixed-methods approaches have become increasingly popular, method 
syntheses—where multiple research methods are used in truly integrated, coherent, and logical ways—remain less 
common in education research. This type of research is difficult to conceptualize and implement. Many questions 
and constraints remain regarding research goals, methodological choices and coordination, constructive team 
development, and forms and venues for effective dissemination of research results. 
 
The MMWG was convened to address these issues. We proposed two face-to-face working group meetings on the 
scope and possibilities of mixed-methods research for studying broad and enduring educational issues. Lois Weis, 
Margaret Eisenhart, and Greg Duncan approached the Spencer Foundation for support for this project. Specifically, 
we aimed to (1) consider what is and could be meant by mixed-methods research that goes well beyond qualitative 
work that employs a set of descriptive statistics or quantitative work that includes a few interviews; (2) address 
the “value added” of mixed-methods designs in the service of research projects aimed at contextualizing and 
addressing broad-based and significant educational problems; (3) detail the ways in which one method or one set 
of methods or research design (e.g., qualitative) can usefully leverage others (e.g., quantitative or experimental); 
(4) focus on issues specifically linked to preparing competitive proposals for funding that employ a mixed-methods 
design, with an eye toward providing guidance to potential grantees; and (5) focus on critical issues involved in 
publishing and disseminating mixed-method research in highly impactful venues. The meetings took place at the 
Spencer Foundation during a one-year period, 2014–2015. 
 
The three conveners took responsibility for identifying and inviting all participants. Twelve participants were 
invited based on the following criteria: (1) research experience using multiple methods for studies of significant 
educational issues; (2) diversity of perspectives; (3) breadth of theoretical and empirical knowledge; (4) 
experience working on broad-based funded research teams; and (5) a record of publication in highly impactful 
venues. Three participants represented funders with interests in mixed-methods research in education. We were 
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especially interested in attracting participants who were enthusiastic about working across methodological 
traditions and paradigms to think through the ways in which mixed-methods research can be leveraged in the 
service of team-based funded research tied to broad-based and pervasive educational problems. All those 
approached to be part of the group enthusiastically agreed to participate. 
 
The goal of the MMWG was not to debate or come up with a singular definition of mixed-methods research, but 
rather to produce a document that would consider the utility of such research in the service of broad and 
significant research questions in education. There are rich literatures, with long histories, on “mixed methods” 
and interdisciplinary/transdisciplinary research (Bergman, 2008; Frodeman, Klein, & Mitcham, 2010; Greene, 2007; 
Repko, 2012; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010). We were seeking recommendations as to how empirical researchers 
could usefully address important and enduring educational problems using mixed-methods approaches. As such, 
our group addressed key features of successful mixed-methods research; challenges of proposing and conducting 
such research; ways to address such challenges; training in mixed-methods research; and issues of funding and 
publishing such work. To focus our discussion, we drew on examples of exemplary mixed-methods research 
suggested by all members of the MMWG (see the next section for lists and summaries of these examples). 
 
A WORKING DEFINITION OF MIXED METHODS 
 
The MMWG conceived of “mixed methods” more broadly than the specific tools used to collect information that 
represents the world we are trying to understand—as important as those tools and expert uses of them are. We 
thought of mixed methods as encompassing broad uses of research concepts, theories, designs, and methods drawn 
from a wide range of disciplines, intellectual traditions, and research paradigms; as dynamic and integrated uses 
of methods that complement one another as they unfold over time and across levels and scales of a system; as 
guides to more comprehensive studies; as ways to collect, analyze, and integrate data creatively; and as ways to 
interpret and disseminate results to a wide range of audiences.2 
 
MOVING BEYOND THE QUALITATIVE-QUANTITATIVE BINARY 
 
Integrating qualitative (text-based) and quantitative (number-based) methods is usually the way mixed methods 
are described. These two categories are themselves very broad, however, and the many kinds of qualitative 
methods and quantitative methods need to be specified. The term mixed methods is imprecise and can be 
confusing unless the particular qualitative and quantitative methods that are being used are carefully detailed. 
Further, the explicit or implicit division of methodological approaches into “qualitative,” “quantitative,” and 
“mixed” to describe, classify, and justify methods (or identify researchers) is overly simplistic for analytic and 
pedagogic purposes. Importantly, methods are not independent of the disciplinary and theoretical traditions in 
which they have been produced, a fact that the division into “qualitative” and “quantitative” obscures. 
 
Further, research methods should not be chosen without regard for the research questions at issue (Johnson & 
Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Some methods are particularistic, useful for capturing a part of some phenomenon; others 
are holistic, attempting to capture the whole context or situation (Yoshikawa, Weisner, Kalil, & Way, 2008). 
Methods can be naturalistic, to unobtrusively capture ordinary human activity, or experimental, which control 
human activity to understand impacts on specific outcomes. Some methods are useful in understanding processes, 
and others in analyzing variables (Maxwell, 2011). Anthropologists have categorized methods as experience-near 
(representing the voices, intentions, meanings, and local rationality of people in local settings) and experience-
distant (representing the meanings or concepts used by specialists to describe, categorize, or theorize other 
people’s experiences; Geertz, 1980). The affordances of methods given research questions, rather than their 
designation as “qualitative” or “quantitative,” should guide their use in a research design. 
 
KEY FEATURES OF EFFECTIVE MIXED-METHODS RESEARCH 
 
Fruitful Combinations 
 
Over the years, education researchers have employed various techniques to investigate what goes on in schools 
and classrooms—techniques including strictly controlled experiments, longitudinal surveys, and meta-analyses 
summarizing effects found across numerous studies. Additionally, micro-analyses of classroom discourse, in-depth 
interviews, and participant observations have become common research approaches. Education research is not 
wanting for methodological diversity. The fruitful combination of these and other methods is a hallmark of 
effective mixed-methods research. Methods can complement one another to deepen understanding or challenge 
one another by illuminating taken-for-granted assumptions and limitations (Moss & Haertel, 2016). They can 
corroborate some findings, interrogate and/or elaborate on others, and help to initiate new ideas not foreseen in 
the initial study design. The value of mixed-methods research for addressing broad-based projects that attack 
enduring education problems lies in their ability to draw on the unique strengths of varying methods so as to 



investigate these problems from a variety of perspectives, in a variety of contexts at potentially different points in 
time, and at a variety of levels (or scales). Yet collaboration and bidirectional problem solving among researchers 
employing different methods does not routinely occur, despite growing evidence that it should. 
 
Integration and Iteration 
 
A key feature of effective mixed-methods research is the ability to organize—integrate, coordinate, or juxtapose—
the findings from different methods. It may be fairly straightforward to add survey results to a participant 
observation study to assess generalizability or to add findings from interviews to an experimental study to 
interpret statistical outcomes. However, because different methods derive from different perspectives, 
paradigms, and research questions, they often produce disparate or inconsistent findings. When findings vary by 
method, mixed-methods researchers must figure out how to make sense of all the findings together and represent 
them to relevant audiences. This effort demands a high level of team interaction and a shared attitude of 
methodological and theoretical flexibility as a program of research moves forward (see the section on 
multidisciplinary teams that follows). A special power of mixed-methods research in the service of addressing 
broad and enduring educational problems is to successfully integrate, coordinate, or juxtapose findings derived 
from multiple methods in ways that expand and deepen understanding of problems. 
 
The iterative use of methods is another hallmark of effective mixed-methods research. By “iterative use,” we 
mean that findings from one study (e.g., a controlled experiment or an ethnography) become the impetus for 
subsequent studies that both incorporate and move beyond the initial study.3 Subsequent studies may extend the 
reach, clarify the theory, or explore the unanticipated results of single studies. For example, unexpected findings 
from a large-scale quantitative study of teacher effectiveness might lead to in-depth studies of a few classrooms 
either drawn from the larger study or strategically chosen to illuminate the mechanisms through which previously 
identified outcomes are produced in classrooms and schools. Additionally, participant observation and narrative 
interviews can enable investigators to understand how to interpret findings from quantitative studies and develop 
more useful measures for future research. Also, “positive outliers” from a quantitative study can become the focus 
of case (or cross-case) analyses that aim to understand underlying processes (see Maxwell, 2011). 
 
Iterative uses of mixed methods are especially valuable in longitudinal research, wherein various methods must 
often be used to follow individuals or groups over time. For example, as children grow up and move from context 
to context, different methods may be required to sensitively investigate their developing lives. Such mixed-
methods studies, which may be undertaken by individual scholars or research teams, can be indispensable for 
studies across the life course. Design-based studies also may depend on iterations of multiple methods. In design-
based research, interventions (e.g., in a classroom) are proposed in accord with a particular theory (e.g., a theory 
of learning), and their implementation and effects are studied in multiple ways in situ. Findings produced in one 
setting at one point in time are then assessed in terms of the theory. Findings that are inconsistent with the theory 
lead to revisions in practice or revisions of the theory, which are then restudied in situ. As theory and practice are 
refined over time, various methods may be employed to assess them. (Integration and iteration are further 
exemplified among the compilation of exemplary mixed-methods studies later in this article.) 
 
Programs of Study 
 
In many cases, mixed methods are used most effectively in programs of research, as well as in individual studies. 
There can, of course, be great analytical value in using single methods, or exclusively qualitative or quantitative 
methods, for particular studies, or a series of studies where only certain methods are available. However, 
sustained research programs that focus on large-scale education issues must inevitably consider numerous 
geographical sites, multiple timescales, and nested complex systems. The complexity of large-scale programs of 
research makes them ideal candidates for mixed-methods research. Such programs of research are, as noted 
earlier, often iteratively built, wherein additional lines of investigation are added as research proceeds over time. 
Although mixed-methods studies are sometimes conceived from the outset, broad programs of research frequently 
add additional components as the research proceeds. 
 
CHALLENGES OF MIXED-METHODS RESEARCH AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS TO SUCH CHALLENGES 
 
Constituting And Coordinating Multidisciplinary Teams 
 
Although mixed-methods and multidisciplinary teams are increasingly valued as a way to address large-scale 
questions of educational importance, constituting such teams poses a challenge. Investigators tend to develop in-
depth expertise in particular theoretical and methodological perspectives. Those who lead and become part of 
mixed-methods and multidisciplinary teams must exhibit an intellectual and personal flexibility. They must also 
see the value of other methods and perspectives and develop a willingness to work across these methods and 



perspectives in the service of broad-based research questions. In all likelihood, one or two principal investigators 
(PIs) will initially conceptualize a large mixed-methods and interdisciplinary project, in conversation with a set of 
investigators who exhibit methodological and intellectual strength in relevant areas. The goal is not to undermine 
the value of one methodological or disciplinary perspective, but rather to recognize that approaching questions 
from a mixed perspective has the potential to expand the knowledge base in key areas. It is important that PIs 
continue to have a sense of the overall project, as well as all component parts, and be able to coordinate these 
key components as the group moves forward. 
 
Funding 
 
While many funders limit the scope of the methodologies they will consider, a considerable number are interested 
in large-scale mixed-methods research designs in the service of interdisciplinary research questions of importance. 
Those scholars who propose such research must take careful account of the ways in which one method leverages 
the use of a second or third method and make explicit statements to this effect in proposals for funding. 
Employing additional methods cannot be seen as an “add-on” with no compelling purpose. For instance, if a large-
scale survey and in-depth interviews are proposed, a thoughtful explanation should be provided regarding how 
each method complements the other in addressing the research problem, as well as what empirical insights will be 
gained by employing each method. Justifications can readily be found in existing scholarly research on the topic of 
interest and expected findings from the proposed research. 
 
When seeking funding for mixed-methods projects, those who are leading the project, particularly PIs, must be 
cognizant of the fact that adding a method often involves adding an investigator, and this creates additional costs 
for the study. Generally speaking, the amount of research funding available within particular funding agencies has 
remained constant, making it difficult for investigators to constitute larger teams. This has potential implications 
for funding agencies because they may wish to rethink funding in such a way as to accommodate mixed-methods 
projects in particular instances (for example, setting aside some money for larger mixed-methods teams along the 
lines outlined here). 
 
Training Programs In Mixed Methods 
 
Training in research methods in doctoral programs usually involves courses in quantitative research and in 
qualitative research. Students are often expected to develop expertise in one of these methodological categories 
so that they can formulate a research question, collect data that answer their questions, and produce a 
dissertation. In some programs and universities, students are expected to develop expertise in one method, with 
some training in another type. For example, quantitatively focused individuals might be expected to take a one- or 
two-semester course on ethnographic methods, and qualitatively focused students would be expected to do a year 
of statistical methods. This is not optimal mixed-methods training, in our view. 
 
As an alternative to traditional training, introductory research methods courses might focus on the development of 
students’ research agenda and the career implications of experience with multiple research methods. Training in 
specific research methods (by research agenda) would logically follow. In this way, students would learn to see 
methods as useful to particular kinds of questions, and they would be exposed to the nature of research wherein 
multiple methods can be employed in the service of developing a program of research. This training approach 
seems particularly critical for producing effective mixed-methods researchers. 
 
While existing training programs largely encompass coursework aimed at intense technical training in one 
method, problem-centered programs in mixed-methods training can fruitfully be designed to build on and expand 
expertise in methods across the familiar quantitative/qualitative divide. Such training programs would emphasize 
the importance of research questions in determining the selection of research methods that can be used to address 
them. Such an approach, while acknowledging that questions are shaped in part by the methods known, 
underscores the fact that methods should address the research question(s) asked. At the conclusion of mixed-
methods training, the trainees should be able to identify possible points of entry into collaborative projects 
involving multiple methods. As noted earlier, while courses for graduate students in research methods are 
available in many universities, such training, especially in schools of education, is not necessarily linked to specific 
research questions that might be collaboratively pursued over time and organized into a coherent program of 
research. Above and beyond traditional methods courses, methods training linked to specific research questions is 
more likely to produce future scholars who can envision and execute broad-based mixed-methods research and 
multidisciplinary research teams. Such problem-centered approaches to research can also be encouraged by 
apprenticeships for graduate students on multimethodological problem-focused research teams. 
 
Mixed methods can also be promoted at the dissertation stage if students are encouraged to formulate dissertation 
research questions that require designs incorporating mixed methods and if dissertation committees are composed 



of faculty able to provide the needed expertise. The value of such dissertations can be enhanced if students are 
asked to reflect on the synergies generated by the mixing of methods. 
 
To further encourage and strengthen mixed-methods research, funders could provide targeted postaward support, 
with the intention of bringing together grantees focused on a particular problem area who could benefit from 
considering mixed methods or from collaborating with scholars with different methodological strengths. With such 
support, sets of funded research teams could come together around particular problem areas to explore new 
methods, improve their skills, and learn from one another across projects. Researchers, postdoctoral scholars, 
junior faculty, graduate students, and undergraduate students associated with such projects could broaden their 
perspectives, gain additional training, and establish cross-disciplinary contacts.4 
 
Professional Identity 
 
Given current training, scholars are most likely to identify themselves as aligned with a particular method. A 
professional identity for mixed-methods researchers—more specifically, an identity for someone who has the 
training and ability to work on mixed-methods teams—should be encouraged. By this we mean that graduate 
students should be prepared to collaborate on problem-focused mixed-methods teams. In other words, they should 
have some sense of the affordances of alternative methodologies and the ways in which varying methods can work 
together to address broad and enduring issues in education research. 
 
Our goal here is productive collaboration across differences, not necessarily identical methodological preparation 
in the sense that all students would be expected to take all available courses linked to each major method. We 
continue to need scholars with deep expertise in particular methodologies. Scholars with a mixed-methods identity 
are those who can take such deep expertise and move comfortably across methodological boundaries as they work 
with others. 
 
A mixed-methods identity would signal the kind of linguistic competence, comfort with and understanding of 
research logics, and familiarity with the precise vocabulary of various research designs that maximize the 
contributions of different methods. Researchers who are deeply and rigorously trained to pursue a problem-driven 
research agenda rather than a single study or a single method are those likely to work most productively on mixed-
methods teams. Laying the groundwork through training that fosters mixed-method professional identity can 
facilitate the kind of mixed-methods teamwork and habits of mind necessary for large-scale interdisciplinary 
research on questions of importance in education. 
 
Vetting And Evaluating Mixed-Methods Articles And Proposals 
 
Editors of education research journals and funding agency program officers find it difficult to both advise 
researchers who wish to submit work that draws on multiple methods and identify reviewers with appropriate 
expertise to evaluate these submissions. By way of example, a mixed-methods proposal or submitted article might 
draw on multilevel statistical models and in-depth interviewing wherein few (or no) individual reviewers are likely 
to be able to adequately assess the merit of all aspects of the article or proposal. So too, a mixed-methods 
proposal or submitted article encompassing multimethodological, multilevel, multi-interacting contexts would 
pose challenges with regard to appropriate reviewers. As with building mixed-methods teams more generally, the 
review process must capitalize on individual reviewers’ strengths while simultaneously employing a range of 
reviewers with complementary strengths and editors capable of guiding authors through the at times conflicting 
reviewer advice. Having more researchers with mixed-methods sensibilities and credentials could lessen this 
problem. Clearly, careful evaluation of each method and of one method as linked to a specific research question 
must be sustained. However, those with mixed-methods expertise would be more likely to understand the value 
added of a mixed-methods approach while paying careful attention to the aspects of the article or proposal that 
are aligned with their own high-level expertise. 
 
In addition, funders express concern that many mixed-methods proposals do not make clear how the various 
methods are connected to the research questions, the conceptual framework, theory, or the analysis and 
dissemination proposed. Journal editors have similar concerns. Mixed-methods proposals and articles must give 
careful attention to how all elements of the study fit together and will be or are coordinated. Investigators must 
carefully describe each method and the forms of analysis employed. Importantly, one method should not appear to 
be a mere “add-on” in an otherwise single-method study. The value of a mixed-methods approach should be 
apparent in the research questions, the framework or theory used, the choice of methods and analysis, and, in the 
case of an article, the findings and conclusions. 
 
THE FUTURE OF MIXED-METHODS RESEARCH 
 



The challenging education issues of today require sophisticated theorizing and the collection of complex data using 
mixed methods. Using these tools to capture educational phenomena, and the forces driving them, strengthens 
education policy and its outcomes. As a global leader, the United States must find ways to train the next 
generation of scholars to create mixed methods, broad-based research agendas that can serve as models to the 
world. 
 
The Mixed Methods Research Working Group participants included: 
Lois Weis, SUNY Distinguished Professor, University at Buffalo 
Margaret Eisenhart, Distinguished Professor, Bob and Judy Charles Endowed Chair of Education, University of 
Colorado Boulder 
Greg J. Duncan, Distinguished Professor, University of California, Irvine 
Elizabeth Albro, Associate Commissioner for Teaching and Learning, Institute of Education Sciences (IES) 
Andrea Conklin Bueschel, Associate Vice President-Program, Spencer Foundation through 2016; Associate Provost 
for Strategy and Policy, Northwestern University 
Paul Cobb, Professor, Vanderbilt University 
Jacquelynne Eccles, Distinguished Professor, University of California, Irvine 
Ruby Mendenhall, Associate Professor, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Pamela Moss, Professor, University of Michigan 
William Penuel, Professor, University of Colorado Boulder 
Robert K. Ream, Associate Program Officer, Spencer Foundation 2013–2015; Associate Professor, University of 
California, Riverside 
Rubén G. Rumbaut, Distinguished Professor, University of California, Irvine 
Finbarr Sloane, Program Officer, National Science Foundation 
Thomas S. Weisner, Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Anthropology, Departments of Psychiatry & Anthropology, 
University of California, Los Angeles 
James Wilson, Program Director, Russell Sage Foundation 
 

 
 

  



EXEMPLARS: EXEMPLARY MIXED-METHODS RESEARCH STUDIES COMPILED BY THE MIXED METHODS WORKING GROUP 
 

Our group addressed key features of successful mixed-methods research; challenges of proposing and conducting 
such research; ways to address such challenges; training in mixed-methods research; and issues of funding and 
publishing such work. To focus our discussion, we drew on examples of exemplary mixed-methods research 
suggested by all members of the MMWG. Group members were asked to annotate these resources with the 
following questions in mind: (1) How were methods mixed in this study? (2) Why was mixing methods vital to the 
study? 
 
 
 
Alexander, J., Entwisle, D., & Olson, L. (2014). The long shadow: Family background, disadvantaged urban youth, 
and the transition to adulthood. Volume in the American Sociological Association’s Rose Series in Sociology. New 
York, NY: Russell Sage Foundation. 
 
This volume expands our understanding of the ways in which and the extent to which social and institutional 
contexts (e.g., family, neighborhood, school) have long-term consequences for the lives of disadvantaged youth. 
Authors consider outcomes such as educational attainment, occupation, income, family formation, and “problem 
behaviors” such as substance abuse and encounters with the law, among others. They additionally give attention 
to the ways in which and the extent to which urban youth of low-income background enhance their status via 
institutions noted above. 
 
To accomplish this, authors draw on data collected as part of the Baltimore Beginning School Study Youth Panel, a 
probability sample of approximately 800 urban youth who started school in Baltimore in 1982 and grew to maturity 
in the latter decades of the 20th century and first decade of the 21st century. Through repeated surveys of 
students, teachers, and parents, authors detail student progress from Grade 1 to age 28–29. The Long 
Shadow focuses on the Youth Panel’s social mobility, with specific attention on those of low socioeconomic status. 
 
Although sociologists have been attentive to social context, they have focused mainly on older youth. Most 
stratification studies take secondary school as a starting point rather than looking at the full complement of 
experiences from early schooling and beyond. The Alexander et al. study spans close to a quarter century, 
chronicling life experiences and outcomes until close to age 30. Important findings include, among others, the life 
experiences of the children of poor Whites and the contrasting experiences of poor African Americans, particularly 
African American men. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
The Youth Panel study began in fall 1982, when sampled students were beginning Grade 1 in Baltimore public 
schools. Using a probability sample, schools and children were selected in two stages. To begin with, Baltimore 
public schools were classified with regard to racial/ethnic composition (segregated White; segregated Black; 
relatively racially mixed) and neighborhood socioeconomic status (SES; white collar, blue collar). Twenty schools 
were randomly selected. First-time, first-grade students were then randomly selected for inclusion in the study via 
classroom rosters. A total of 790 students composed the initial sample. Two thirds of the sample fell into the low-
income category, with the remaining third being of higher SES relative to all other students, although not 
objectively of high SES. In addition, interviews were conducted with students, in which members of the sample 
were asked to reflect on their years growing up and to speculate on their anticipated futures. Student participants 
were interviewed up to 20 times through high school and twice after high school. Teachers and parents of 
participants were also interviewed, with parents interviewed up to 11 times over the course of the study. Teachers 
were interviewed up to nine times from Grade 1 to Grade 9. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
The survey data and analyses provide the backdrop for ongoing interviews. Although the interview data “breathe 
life” into some of the institutional processes that lie at the center of this analysis, most of the volume focuses on 
the quantitative portion of the study, with the qualitative data enabling insight into how these processes work on a 
day-to-day and year-by-year basis from the perspective of sampled students, parents, and teachers. 

–Lois Weis 
 
 
 
Bartlett, L., & Vavrus, F. (2014). Transversing the vertical case study: A methodological approach to studies of 
educational policy as practice. Anthropology and Education Quarterly, 45(2), 131–147. 



 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
This article proposes a methodological approach, the “vertical case study,” for researching the production and 
circulation of social phenomena, such as educational policies. The authors were especially interested in 
understanding how educational policies, originating in a particular time and place, spread out from there to be 
taken up, implemented, and appropriated elsewhere. They wanted a method for expanding the reach of 
educational policy studies by following the course of policies across scales, spaces, and times. To this end, the 
vertical case study requires data that can be analyzed in three cross-cutting ways: the “vertical,” which attends to 
the local, national, and global domains in which a policy is produced and circulates (scale); the “horizontal,” 
which attends to how a policy takes shape and is implemented in distinct locations simultaneously (space); and the 
“transversal,” which attends to how a policy is historically situated and appropriated over time (time). With a 
focus on policies related to learner-centered pedagogy (originating in the United States and United Kingdom) and 
adopted in Tanzania, the authors collected historical and contemporary documents (education and language policy 
statements, professional development materials, curricula, tests), conducted participant observation and 
interviews in six schools in Tanzania, used highly structured observation protocols, held structured focus groups, 
and conducted structured interviews. They used critical discourse analysis (CDA) of the documents to reveal policy 
themes, contradictions, and changes over time; they used school documents, field notes, and unstructured 
interviews to identify themes in the social, cultural, and material conditions at the six schools; they used the 
structured observation schedule to capture evidence of learner-centered pedagogy in each classroom; and they 
used structured interviews to capture teachers’ thoughts about their own pedagogical practices, knowledge and 
views of learner-centered pedagogy, and professional experiences. Combining the findings from these diverse data 
collection and analysis methods, the authors demonstrated the multiple ways a specific teaching and learning 
approach, popularized in the United States and United Kingdom in the 1970s, was taken up, simplified, and spread 
to another nation and into its local educational contexts over time. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
The results of this study reveal relationships and interconnections across scales, spaces, and times not usually 
possible with conventional case study designs. For the most part, individual case studies, ethnographies, and 
comparative studies do not reveal how educational policies carry power and influence from one part of the world 
to another or reorganize educational practices in dispersed locales and across time. 

–Margaret Eisenhart 
 
 
 
Bernheimer, L. P., & Weisner, T. S. (2007). “Let me just tell you what I do all day. . .”: The family story at the 
center of intervention research and practice. Infants & Young Children, 20(3), 192–201. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
The CHILD project used normed child assessments, surveys and questionnaires, and teacher ratings, as well as 
qualitative fieldwork, including conversational parent interviews, field notes by field visitors, and home 
observations in a longitudinal 16-year study of 100 Los Angeles-area families with children with generalized 
developmental delays of various kinds. Children and their families were followed from first visits at child ages 3–4, 
through adolescence. Parents described their struggles raising their children with disabilities, and these interviews 
led to a number of useful constructs that distinguished different family accommodation patterns. The Ecocultural 
Family Interview (EFI), a conversational, qualitative method, asks parents about these processes. The integration 
of methods led to new constructs, which were then assessed through quantitative coding of qualitative data, and 
the creation of scales used in family interviews and visits. Professionals who ask parents about everyday life with a 
child with disabilities can plan and implement interventions that will better support the family’s daily routine. No 
intervention will have an impact if it cannot find a slot in the daily routines of an organization, family, or 
individual. The nature of the child’s disability and the family and community care system need to be considered 
together. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
Qualitative family research can discover new concepts and terms family members use that crystallize important 
dimensions of their lives. Mixed methods led to the development of new constructs for understanding families with 
children with disabilities. We followed 102 families with children with disabilities for 15 years, listening to their 
descriptions of their daily lives. A major theme running through all the stories was accommodation—changes made 
or intentionally not made to the family’s daily routine of activities due, at least in part, to their child with 



disabilities. Accommodations are usually adaptations to everyday routines, not responses to stress; are responsive 
to how children impact parents’ daily routine, not to children’s test scores; are related to parents’ differing goals 
and values; do not fit a single script or model for what is good or bad parenting; and predict family sustainability 
of daily routines, rather than child outcomes. Accommodations can and do change—so interventions can indeed 
find their places in daily routines. The practitioner participates in this “conversation” between the social 
structural constraints and opportunities of families and communities, the beliefs and values of parents, and the 
contributions of the intervention. 
 
Families in the study face a familiar and daunting task. They have to rebalance their family lives to accommodate 
their child with disabilities. Accommodation refers to the process of deciding what activities to do and which not 
to do, given that there is a child with disabilities in the family. Accommodation differs from coping with stressors 
and adaptation, however. It occurs with all levels of stress and responds to perturbations due in part to the child 
with disabilities, affecting the normal family daily routine. “Look, let me just tell you what I do all day to keep our 
family together, all day, then we can talk about supports and stress scales,” one mother commented. 
 
Parents frequently used the everyday term hassle; their child was more or less a hassle for them. This is not a 
pejorative term in parents’ everyday use, but rather a practical description of the extent of disruption in the flow 
of the functional daily routine of activities due at least in part to the child with disabilities. We developed a scale 
measuring hassle, which then proved valuable in predicting family support and sustainability. Another outcome 
measure that emerged from this work is sustainability of the family routine, which refers to the attainment of 
family goals consistent with the moral direction of their lives, as well as the more pragmatic balancing of 
resources and time. Not only parents could describe these circumstances; many adolescents with disabilities 
themselves, followed since they were age 3 or 4, could provide a reasonable explanatory model of their own 
illness and sense of difference. “I speak a different dialect from other people,” is how one boy described this. 
A scale for adolescent self-construal was developed from these narratives. This was the first study to ask teens 
directly about their self-construal and explanations of their disability. 
 
The EFI narratives were summarized and systematically rated along a series of dimensions informed by what 
parents described to us and by theory from family ecology and research on disability. These quantitative ratings, 
derived from qualitative interviews and home visits, were used along with quantitative family assessment scales to 
predict child and family outcomes. EFI-derived ratings added significant predictive ability to measures of family 
functioning, compared with quantitative family assessment scales alone. 

–Thomas S. Weisner 
 
 
 
Boaler, J., & Staples, M. (2008). Creating mathematical futures through an equitable teaching approach: The case 
of Railside School. Teachers College Record, 110, 608–645. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
This article reports a five-year longitudinal study of 700 students as they progressed through mathematics classes 
in three high schools. The authors had initial indications that one of these high schools was more effective in terms 
of (1) gains in students’ mathematics achievement, (2) reducing achievement gaps, and (3) students’ attitudes 
toward mathematics, the number of mathematics courses that students elected to take, and the proportion of 
students who planned to take mathematics in college. The purpose of the study was to identify sources of this 
school’s success. The analysis of student assessment and student survey data confirmed that the achievement 
gains of students in this school were greater and that the students had more positive attitudes toward 
mathematics. The analysis of observational data and of artifacts revealed that mathematics teachers in this school 
worked more collaboratively than those in the other two schools and that the mathematics curriculum was 
organized around central mathematical ideas and was more coherent and less fragmented than those in the other 
two schools. The research team compared the mathematical pedagogy in the three schools by coding 600 hours of 
classroom video recordings for (1) the types of activities in which students engaged (individual work, group work, 
etc.) and (2) the frequency and level of rigor of teachers’ questions. In addition, they conducted case studies of 
several teachers in each school that focused on teacher moves that shaped students’ engagement with 
mathematics. The findings indicate that teachers in the more successful school consistently used group work to a 
greater extent and that they employed strategies to make group work effective that included (1) maintaining the 
level of rigor of mathematical tasks throughout lessons, (2) pressing students to justify their mathematical 
reasoning, and (3) positioning students as mathematically competent. Boaler and Staples concluded that although 
the curriculum played a part in the school’s success, it was an element of only one part of a complex system that 
encompassed the organization of the mathematics department and shared instructional routines. 
 



WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
The analysis of student assessment and data confirmed that one school was significantly more successful and thus 
that there was something worth explaining. However, Boaler and Staples were hampered by the lack of 
appropriate instruments for assessing the quality of classroom mathematics instruction (promising instruments are 
now available). Their coding of classroom video recordings revealed that the mathematics teachers in the more 
successful school allocated a greater proportion of instructional time to group work and that they asked higher 
level questions. The qualitative case studies of the instruction of several teachers in each school enabled them to 
clarify how teachers in the more successful school made group work effective by enacting specific instructional 
routines. In addition, the qualitative analysis of the curricula and the mathematics departments in the three 
schools goes some way toward explaining why the quality of instruction was relatively consistent in the successful 
school. 

–Paul Cobb 
 
 
 
DeLuca, S., & Rosenblatt, P. (2010). Does moving to better neighborhoods lead to better schooling opportunities? 
Parental school choice in an experimental housing voucher program.  Teachers College Record, 112(5), 7–8. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
The Moving to Opportunity (MTO) residential mobility program provided public housing residents in extremely poor 
neighborhoods in five U.S. cities a chance to apply for a housing voucher that would enable them to move to lower 
poverty neighborhoods. Families were randomly assigned to this voucher opportunity. One of the most surprising 
and disappointing results from the analysis of quantitative data from the experiment was that, relative to control 
group children, the school achievement and attainment of children in experimental-group families—measured 5–15 
years after baseline—was not significantly better. In all, 572 families participated in the Baltimore site of the MTO 
evaluation. DeLuca and Rosenblatt combined survey data, census data, and school-level data from these families 
with data from semistructured interviews conducted with 55 families in the control group families and 35 families 
who received and used experimental vouchers. They used these data to understand why the children of families 
who participated in the Baltimore MTO program were not more successful than control group children in school. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
Survey and school-records data collected for the experimental analysis showed consistent patterns of null impacts 
across a range of child educational outcomes. But they also showed that, as with children in the other four cities, 
only a handful of Baltimore MTO children attended high-performing, affluent schools in surrounding suburban 
counties. The vast majority either remained in their original city schools or relocated to other low-performing 
schools. DeLuca and Rosenblatt’s semistructured interviews reveal how the conditions of life for poor families 
facilitated or constrained their ability to engage the new structural opportunities provided by the voucher. About a 
third of the parents were resistant to transferring their children from the schools in their old neighborhood 
because they thought it would be too disruptive for them. Others were not well informed about the educational 
opportunities provided by the school in their new neighborhoods. Most striking of all, DeLuca and Rosenblatt found 
that, despite the poor conditions in their children’s neighborhood schools, two thirds of the parents in the 
qualitative study believed that school quality mattered much less for learning than a child’s work effort and “good 
attitude.” These factors combined to prevent larger changes in school quality that might have been expected from 
the moves to more affluent neighborhoods. 

–Greg Duncan 
 
 
 
Duncan, G. J., Huston, A. C., & Weisner, T. S. (2007). Higher ground: New hope for the working poor and their 
children. New York, NY: Russell Sage Foundation. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
The New Hope program was a policy experiment that operated for three years in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in the 
mid- to late 1990s. It was created by a coalition of community activists and business leaders and provided a set of 
work supports for full-time workers—parents and nonparents, men and women—that would lift them out of 
poverty, ensure that they had access to quality child care and health insurance, and, if needed, provide a 
temporary community service job to help get them on their feet. The quantitative evaluation of New Hope’s 
impacts on work, family life, and child well-being was based on data gathered from surveys and administrative 



records. Qualitative data come from a longitudinal study of 46 families, with field workers making quarterly visits 
to families. The assessment of New Hope was enhanced by decisions to randomly sample qualitative cases from the 
larger population of New Hope participants and to train graduate student research assistants to both conduct the 
qualitative interviews and analyze the quantitative data. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
As detailed in Duncan et al. (2007) and other publications, a random-assignment evaluation using these data 
showed that the program reduced poverty, increased employment, and, perhaps most important, boosted the 
achievement and positive behavior of children. As with many intervention evaluations, quantitative data provided 
strong evidence on program impacts but could not answer the vital “how” and “for whom” questions. The mixed-
method approach was helpful for understanding program impacts estimated in the quantitative data and for 
identifying subgroups for which program impacts were the strongest. For example, one of the most important—and 
initially puzzling—impacts of the New Hope experiment was that in the experimental group, boys, but not girls, 
were rated by their teachers as much better behaved and higher achieving than their control group counterparts. 
The qualitative data revealed instances in which parents referenced the gender of their children and suggested 
that mothers believed that gangs and other neighborhood pressures were much more threatening to their 
elementary-school boys than girls. As a response to these pressures, mothers in the experimental group channeled 
more of the program’s resources (e.g., childcare subsidies for extended-day programs) to their boys. Qualitative 
interviews also revealed families that benefited the most from the programs. Around one fifth of New Hope 
families appeared to have so many problems (e.g., drug dependence, children with severe behavior problems, 
abusive relationships) that New Hope’s package of economic benefits was unlikely to make much of a difference. A 
second group was at the other end of the spectrum: They had no such apparent problems and were able to sustain 
employment on their own. But a third group, constituting about 40% of New Hope families, experienced only one 
or two of the problems of the sort that New Hope might be able to address and appeared poised to profit from the 
New Hope package of benefits. Extensive quantitative work on subgroups defined according to the number of 
potential employment-related problems they faced at the beginning of the program confirmed the wisdom of these 
qualitatively derived insights. 

–Greg Duncan 
 
 
 
Heinrich, C. J., Burch, P., Good, A., Acosta, R., Cheng, H., Dillender, M., . . . Stewart, M. (2014). Improving the 
implementation and effectiveness of out-of-school-time tutoring. Journal of Policy Analysis and 
Management, 33(2), 471–494. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
This multisite, mixed-method longitudinal study examined the impact of out-of-school time (OST) tutoring on 
student reading and mathematics achievement during the implementation of No Child Left Behind (NCLB). The 
study was able to link provider attributes and policy and program administration variables to tutoring program 
effectiveness. The study used a rigorous, quasiexperimental design integrated with an in-depth comprehensive 
examination of the intervention-provider instructional practice in different program models and settings, the 
nature and quality of tutoring provided, and district-level program administration. Quantitative outcomes included 
student achievement outcomes and recorded/invoiced hours of tutoring for each student. The qualitative data 
were collected using multiple techniques, including observations of tutoring sessions; interviews with program 
administrators, tutoring staff, and district and state administrators; parent focus groups; and document analysis of 
curriculum materials, assessments, and policy documents. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
This study took place in four urban school districts over four academic years. More than 200 unique tutoring 
providers participated in this study. To understand the wide variability that the team encountered, they developed 
a standardized observation instrument that could be used to more precisely capture the nature of supplemental 
tutoring. This tool enabled the team to capture rich information that could be clustered into indicators of OST best 
practice and then used to make sense of their findings, such as tutor knowledge, differentiation, and student 
engagement. 
 
Systematic impacts of OST tutoring on students’ reading and math achievement were found only in the Chicago 
Public Schools. Additional exploration of the data indicated that the number of hours students attend OST was 
directly influenced by the rate per hour charged by tutoring providers and the dollars allocated per student by 
districts. Dosage analysis made it clear that positive program effects were only seen when the average hours of 



OST tutoring exceeded 30 hours. In addition, the team found a linear relationship between the number of hours 
received and outcomes attained. However, the qualitative data indicated that a simple measure of invoiced time 
was not an accurate measure of instructional time. Wide variability was observed between the advertised time of 
tutoring sessions and actual instructional time, often resulting in a substantially reduced amount of instructional 
time. This was particularly true in OST programs situated in schools where administrative tasks and competition 
for other school-based after-school activities reduced available instructional time. The qualitative data collected 
also enabled the team to provide a detailed description of what actually happens during an invoiced hour of 
tutoring. These data were invaluable to uncovering critical areas in which program improvement could occur. For 
example, curriculum materials and instruction were rarely tailored to meet the needs of students with disabilities 
or English learners, and providers did not have specialized expertise in working with these students. Observational 
data pinpointed wide variability of instructional styles and quality within providers. Interviews with parents and 
program administrators clearly articulated the difficulty and confusion surrounding the provision of information 
about English language learner or disability status to providers. School staff often believed that they were 
prohibited from providing that information to providers because of FERPA or IDEA regulations. These qualitative 
findings were shared with the participating districts, and the specificity of the findings enabled districts to make 
strategic changes to how OST was provided. 

–Elizabeth Albro 
 
 
 
Hill, H. C., Kapitula, L., & Umland, K. (2011). A validity argument approach to evaluating teacher value-added 
scores. American Educational Research Journal, 48(3), 794–831. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
How well do teacher value-added scores obtained by comparing test scores at the beginning and end of a school 
year identify high- and low-quality teachers? Hill and colleagues attempt to answer this important policy question 
by collecting value-added test score data on virtually all 222 middle school math teachers in a large and 
demographically diverse school district. Detailed data were collected on teachers—24 in all—who taught in six 
district schools selected to represent both high- and low-performing schools. For the 24 teachers, observational 
and interview-based indicators of teacher quality, instruction, and student characteristics were gathered. 
Comparisons of value-added scores and the intensive teacher quality data showed that teachers’ value-added 
scores did indeed correlate with their mathematical knowledge and quality of instruction. But while positive, the 
correlation was far from perfect. Almost all high-quality teachers scored well on the value-added measures, but 
some lower-quality teachers did also. The article presents case studies to show problems that might arise in using 
value-added scores in pay-for-performance plans. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
The important question addressed in this study requires gathering the value-added test score data that states use 
to implement their accountability schemes and that some school districts use to link teacher pay to teacher 
performance. These data are easily obtained from the administrative data systems of cooperating districts. 
Determining whether these scores bear any relationship to the quality of classroom instruction requires gathering 
valid data on teacher quality, which takes a great deal of time and effort and necessarily limits the total number 
of teachers from whom such data can be gathered. This study balances these data demands by using 
comprehensive value-added information to identify representative schools and measure value added for individual 
teachers, but then gathers the detailed survey and observational measures from a manageable number of teachers 
to distinguish between high- and low-quality instruction. The article also uses detailed descriptions of classroom 
interactions to illustrate differences between high- and low-quality instruction as defined by its quantitative 
measures. 

–Greg Duncan 
 
 
 
Holland, D., & Skinner, D. (1987). Prestige and intimacy: The cultural models behind Americans’ talk about gender 
types. In D. Holland & N. Quinn (Eds.), Cultural models in language and thought (pp. 78–111). Cambridge, England: 
Cambridge University Press. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
This study used interviews, participant observation, and multidimensional scaling to understand the unspoken 
expectations and taken-for-granted knowledge about male/female relationships in the talk of a small group of 



American college students about other people. From college students’ talk about gender and gendered 
relationships, the authors were trying to identify a “cultural model” (or mental map of shared implicit knowledge) 
about gender that could explain and predict aspects of students’ behavior toward each other. Beginning with a 
cognitive-structure approach (emphasizing the connection between language and thought), in a first set of 
interviews, female participants were asked to give names for types of males, and male participants were asked to 
give names for types of females. Participants were then asked to describe each type they had listed and describe 
when someone might use such a term. This method generated hundreds of terms and colorful descriptions of males 
and females but no way to know how participants actually used the terms to organize their interactions with 
others. In a second set of interviews, participants were asked to compare and contrast types of males and types of 
females according to whatever criteria they considered important, to sort the types into piles according to 
similarity, and then to describe the similarities among types sorted into each pile. Discussion of types and reasons 
for sorts were recorded verbatim. To identify salient dimensions that participants used in their sorts, the authors 
used multidimensional scaling to obtain a visual display of types that were frequently (and infrequently) sorted 
together. The patterns of sorting were then interpreted with reference to the descriptions and explanations given 
by participants in the two sets of interviews. This method suggested that women organize their thinking about men 
according to a small number of dimensions. Men do the same but do not use the same dimensions as women. 
Although these findings were useful for identifying the characteristics of male and female types that were 
important to participants and to predict how participants would likely react to various types, the interview data 
contained more nuanced information that was not captured by the simple attributes in the multidimensional 
scaling models. Information including emotions, complicated co-occurrences, and special cases could not be 
represented in the multidimensional scaling. Returning to the earlier interviews, the researchers noticed that 
participants actually described gender types in the context of social dramas (not as having single attributes). To 
learn about these social dramas, new research, consisting of participant-observation and open-ended interviews, 
was conducted to investigate the talk that occurred among participants in everyday activities, in “talking diaries” 
of their lives, and in focused conversations about long-term gender-marked relationships. These additional data 
were used to identify what participants assumed about how gender-marked relationships are supposed to play out 
and what happens when they do not play out as expected. Combining results from this sequence of methods 
applications, the researchers identified a cultural model of male/female relationships organized around prestige 
and intimacy gained and lost. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
The mixed methods used in this study led to the realization that knowledge about gender is mentally organized in 
terms of prototypic events and scenarios rather than as lists of definitions or attributes of a domain as anticipated 
by previous research. When participants were asked which gender types were similar, they did not explicitly focus 
on definitions or attributes of the types. Instead, they described the types in social dramas (or scenarios) in which 
a prototypical male/female relationship was disrupted. After the initial elicitation of gender-marked terms, the 
multidimensional scaling assisted in identifying male/female groupings, but it did not provide a way of making 
sense of the taken-for-granted expectations, deeply felt emotions, and unexpected interconnections in 
participants’ mental maps of gender relationships. Additional qualitative research was necessary to identify the 
underlying logic of participants’ thinking and reveal a cultural model with potentially widespread implications for 
American college students and perhaps others. 

–Margaret Eisenhart 
 
 
 
Kim, K. H. (2014). Community-involved learning to expand possibilities for vulnerable children: A critical 
communicative, Sen’s capability, and action research approach. Journal of Mixed Methods Research, 8, 308–316. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
The purpose of this study was to develop a transformative approach to improving the future lives of disadvantaged 
children in Korea. This work was conducted in collaboration with community volunteers, parents, staff, and 
children from one center and aimed to encourage the 33 participating children’s motivation and commitment to 
learn, and their ability to do so. Kim conducted focus groups with adult participants to understand their 
perspectives about helping the children, and with children to understand how they would like to spend their time 
and what they would like to learn if they had a choice. The focus group data then informed the development of 
two surveys that were given to all the participating adults and children, respectively. The findings indicated that 
the children had few experiences that fostered motivation for learning. Against this background, Kim conducted an 
action research study to develop, implement, and evaluate an intervention. In doing so, she identified five 
principles for developing and implementing programs of this type. 
 



WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
In the research report, Kim highlights a quantitative analysis of demographic data of children served by centers 
such as the one in which she worked. However, it is not clear how this analysis informed either the 
conceptualization of the problem or the design of the intervention. She subsequently developed surveys based on 
the focus groups to inform the formulation of goals for the intervention. The use of surveys does not seem vital to 
the study given the relatively small number of participants: 23 adults and 33 children. 

–Paul Cobb 
 
 
 
Kim, K. H. (2014). Community-involved learning to expand possibilities for vulnerable children: A critical 
communicative, Sen’s capability, and action research approach. Journal of Mixed Methods Research, 8, 308–316. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
This study employed a three-phase mixed-methods transformative approach to understand, develop, and 
implement strategies to improve education outcomes and life chances of “vulnerable” children in Korea. Phase 1 
of the study involved a contextual analysis of the Child Welfare Act that had a goal of “resolving educational 
polarization and to discontinue generational poverty transmission” (p. 209). In 2004, the law was revised, and 
Community Child Care Centers (CCC) received $20,000 a month to provide supportive and supplemental services to 
children in local areas. Kim also conducted historical analysis of other community programs and how the economic 
crisis affected families’ resources. Kim also analyzed demographic data from low-income families and children. 
Phase 2 involved a two-year case study of 33 children, most with “little interest in going to school and learning. . . 
. They were usually considered as trouble makers in schools and even in the community” (p. 310). A total of 23 
adults also participated in the program. The qualitative data included several focus groups, team meeting 
materials, seminar materials, teaching and supervising notes/worksheets, audiovisual recordings, and students’ 
reflection notes/worksheets. Quantitative data were collected via questionnaires about adults’ general/common 
views about how to support the children. During the first year, they explored and designed the CCC program and 
implemented it during the second year. The goal of the program was to build on students’ capabilities and avoid a 
deficient approach to their educational challenges. Phase 3 included the development, implementation, and 
evaluation of transformative interventions that sought to expand the CCC program and to improve children’s 
access to quality education. The team used many of the methods mentioned during Phase 2. They developed two 
new programs, “Encountering Wide, Open World” and “Our Dreams Come True. Ready Action!” (p. 313). 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
Kim wanted to understand the “children’s hopes, dreams and expectations about themselves and their lives” and 
asked the following questions of them: What would they like to become? What do they like doing? What is the most 
important thing about their life? The children demonstrated little interest in answering these questions, so the 
team divided them into smaller groups and asked more concrete questions: How do they spend their time? How 
would they like to spend their time if they had a choice? What would they like to learn if they could? When do they 
enjoy learning? The team also gave students surveys about learning. They found that children “have a difficult 
time finding meaning in their learning in the CCC, and that they do not have high expectations that their life will 
be better” (p. 312). After mixing the methods, Kim identified elements that impeded children’s learning. Kim also 
found transformative elements that inspired a love of life and learning in the children. So the team developed two 
lifelong learning programs. The first program, “Encountering Wide, Open World” had the goal of giving children 
experiences that “stimulate curiosity, desire, or aspiration about life, thereby creating desire, motivation or 
commitments for lifelong learning” (p. 313). Kim stated that when children are curious and find something that 
interests them, you don’t have to coerce them to learn. The second program, called “Our Dreams Come True. 
Ready Action!” was designed to give students the tools they needed to achieve their hopes and dreams. The 
program had five principles and processes (p. 314): (1) small group-based learning, (2) inclusion of 1–2 adults in 
the group, (3) an experiential and participatory action-oriented learning activity (they created drama scripts for 
English drama), (4) reflective learning (review and question) that included students sharing how the activity 
related to their lives (Carol Lee’s cultural modeling) and what they desired to learn more about (feeling and 
reflection), and (5) consequences that foster a sense of achievement. The students performed their drama on 
stage in front of 500 people. Kim stated, “The participants had a strong sense of achievement, which especially 
affected children to have eagerness bout learning” (p. 315). 
 
This was a very interesting article, and quotes from the children and parents would have made it stronger. One of 
the strengths of qualitative research is it allows you to hear the voices of the participants, especially those who 
may be marginalized. This article is tapping into something crucial about human development and learning that 



was also captured in the Weisner (2011) article about New Hope. Children have a great sense of, as Kim (2014) put 
it, “Encountering wide, open world” (p. 313). Kim’s initial questions about what drives a child are critical for 
educators to understand, even if the child has an adult body and appears to be not interested in school. Kim’s 
research points out that if the child does not respond the way we think that he or she should initially, we have to 
ask the question in a more concrete way and provide learning experiences where his or her talents can be 
recognized. 

–Ruby Mendenhall 
 
 
 
LeVine, R. A, LeVine, S., Schnell-Anzola, B., Rowe, M., & Dexter, E. (2012). Literacy and mothering: How women’s 
schooling changed the lives of the world’s children. New York, NY: Oxford University Press. 
 
HOW METHODS WERE MIXED 
 
A seminal cross-cultural study of family and mothering in Mexico, Venezuela. Nepal, and Zambia (with comparisons 
to the United States and Europe) in both rural and urban settings, and in girls and boys with varying levels of 
schooling used extensive mixed methods. The researchers blended community ethnographic study, qualitative 
interviews and narratives of mothers and children, and quantitative studies of literacy, health, fertility, and 
language use with children. The team found that maternal increases in literacy through formal schooling led to 
new communicative socialization processes in families and institutions that in turn led to fertility declines, gains in 
health, and increases in well-being around the world. Changes in patterns of social participation affect 
reproductive choice and child-rearing and health-related behaviors. All these studies used qualitative, 
ethnographic methods, usually integrated with quantitative measures, to first provide a wider cross-cultural 
sample and then search for correlates of the various family and parenting practices of interest. 
 
Girls acquire academic literacy skills, even in low-quality schools, which enable them, as mothers, to understand 
public health messages in the mass media and to navigate bureaucratic health services effectively, reducing risks 
to their children’s health. With the acquisition of academic literacy, their health literacy and health navigation 
skills are enhanced, thereby reducing risks to children and altering interactions between mother and child. 
Assessments of these maternal skills in four diverse countries—Mexico, Nepal, Venezuela, and Zambia—support this 
model. Literacy and language skills acquired through schooling lead to changes in child care and fertility (fewer 
children; increased orientation of children to text and literacy), as well as gains in health care. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
It has long been known that there is a connection between education for girls and subsequent reductions in 
fertility, improved health outcomes for girls and women, and changes in parenting and childrearing. But what are 
the mechanisms that are leading to these changes? Literacy and language skills, leading to changes in social 
participation, appear to be the key processes involved, though these had not until very recently been clearly 
established as causal. 
 
Improvements in literacy and associated changes in communication processes cause gains in women’s and 
children’s health, declines in fertility, increased economic status, and changes in mother-child interaction and 
children’s schooling. This study helps us understand why and how this happens. It is a model for how to undertake 
applied, empirical, and evidence-rich policy-relevant work. This study is richly interdisciplinary and uses 
integrated qualitative and quantitative methods. It moves across levels of analysis from global trends in formal 
education and the history of the spread of schooling, to national and local classrooms, and then into everyday 
interactions, homes, and lives of mothers and children in local communities. 
 
The methods blend formal assessments of mother-child interactions and functional literacy, schooling, and 
sociolinguistic patterns. Each national-cultural community sample is understood ethnographically and in historical 
context with reference to educational institutions, and access to schools. The measures are carefully adapted to 
fit each community appropriately. That these communities have samples that include women and children with 
little or no schooling in the past and present was important for the study and for comparative purposes, and these 
families are carefully incorporated into the sampling. 

–Thomas S. Weisner 
 
 
 
Oliver, M., & Shapiro, T. M. (2006). Black wealth/White wealth: A new perspective on racial inequality. New York, 
NY: Routledge. 



 
This volume is a revised edition of Black Wealth/White Wealth: A New Perspective on Racial Inequality (1995) by 
the same authors. This 10th-anniversary edition picks up where the first volume left off, attempting to answer the 
question, “What are the most important changes in the last ten years affecting racial inequality and the racial 
wealth gap?” (Oliver & Shapiro, 1995, p. ix). The authors include original material as it appeared in the 1995 
volume, updating and extending the argument by adding additional data and analysis. 
 
Black Wealth/White Wealth analytically distinguishes between traditional measures of economic status and 
wealth. As the authors state, “Income refers to a flow of money over time, like a rate per hour, week, or year; 
wealth is a stock of assets owned at a particular time” (p. 2). Continuing, they argue, “Wealth signifies the 
command over financial resources that a family has accumulated over its lifetime along with those resources that 
have been inherited across generations” (p. 2). The authors argue that wealth, far more than income, contributes 
to skyrocketing inequalities that are increasingly apparent in the United States. Sitting squarely in broader 
discussions of the production and maintenance of inequalities in the United States, the authors (1) address the 
importance of wealth to the production of enduring racial inequalities; (2) discuss how race and class have 
structured racial inequalities through detailed analyses of wealth holdings; and (3) pinpoint sources of deep wealth 
disparities by race. In so doing, they offer a “sociology of wealth and racial inequality.” 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
To track wealth holdings at varying points in time, the authors use a range of databases that include measures of 
household assets and liabilities. These include federal censuses, Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF), and Survey of 
Income and Program Participation (SIPP), among others. This enabled the authors to quantitatively track wealth 
inequality, and especially wealth inequality by race, over time. 
 
After analyzing data embedded within their large constructed quantitative database, Oliver and Shapiro engaged 
targeted in-depth interviews in Boston and Los Angeles. Interviews focused on the ways in which, and the extent 
to which, assets are generated within families, the ways in which families intended to use them, and how such 
assets were linked to felt notions of family security, or the lack thereof. Interview data were employed to breathe 
life into the quantitative data already analyzed. As the authors state, “Our interviews did not need to be random 
or representative, because they were intended to explore hypotheses, expand on social processes underlying 
findings in the national sample, and provide richer insight and meaning” (p. 56). 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
Qualitative interview data enable the authors to explore the meaning and significance of the quantitative findings 
as they play out in the lives of members of individual families. Although most of the volume focuses on the 
quantitative data and analysis, the narrated words and actions of individuals across class and race enable the 
authors to more deeply understand the production of race and class inequalities on the ground of actual 
experience, as well as how such inequalities are experienced within differentially located families. Families for 
interviews were purposively selected to provide a range of experiences from White and Black families. 

–Lois Weis 
 
 
 
Penuel, W. R., Riel, M., Krause, A., & Frank, K. A. (2009). Analyzing teachers’ professional interactions in a school 
as social capital: A social network approach. Teachers College Record, 111(1), 124–163. 
 
In this article, Penuel, Riel, Krause, and Frank explored what the structure of teachers’ social networks can reveal 
about the cohesion of a school community with respect to reform goals. The focus of the study was a comparison 
of two elementary schools, each of which was attempting to improve reading instruction over the course of several 
years. Data collection took place in the early 2000s in California. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
This study employed a combination of social network analysis derived from survey data and interview data that 
elicited information about teachers’ professional networks. Survey questions asked teachers to nominate their 
closest colleagues in the school and to identify colleagues to whom they turned for help regarding instructional 
matters in reading. On the basis of their responses, sociograms were generated that depicted the structure of each 
school’s network, including subgroups within which interactions were concentrated. In interviews with a sample of 
teachers from each school, we elicited information that could not easily be gleaned from surveys to help us 
explain the network structure. We used interviews to elicit ways that leadership differences, views of the 



instructional coach, and cohort dynamics might have produced the observed network structure and served to 
either facilitate or hinder reform efforts at each school. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
Many scholars have become interested in social network analysis as a tool for the study of educational reform in 
recent years. A common impulse has been to attend to the structure of networks, paying close attention to 
network measures such as centrality and density. Often the premise is that one can “see” a good network by 
inspecting the structure. Dense networks are presumed to be better than less dense networks, too. Understanding 
the basis for network structure and its potential for reform requires complementary qualitative data, organized to 
answer questions about why teachers interact with the colleagues they do and about the reasons for the fissures 
that exist within school communities and that can be seen in sociograms depicting network structure. We found 
that there were few differences between the two schools in measures of density and frequency with which 
teachers met. At the same time, the distribution of valued resources and access to expertise was explained by 
both the network structure—which revealed significant fissures between subgroups in one school and cohesion and 
another—and the dynamics of interaction revealed in interviews. 

–William Penuel 
 
 
 
Poteete, A. R., Janssen, M. A., & Ostrom, E. (2010). Working together: Collective action, the commons, and 
multiple methods in practice. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
Working Together is a book that can be read at two levels. At one level, it is about research that draws on 
multiple methods to address questions about “collective action for the regulation of natural resources” (p. 5). 
Readers see how different methods can contribute to theory development, what the challenges of implementing 
them are, how theory can evolve as the contributions of different methods are integrated, and what this might 
imply for decision making and action in contexts that can differ radically. At another level, the book is about the 
practice of methodological pluralism; as such, it treats research on collective action with natural resources as an 
extended case study. While acknowledging the challenges, the authors build an argument for the value of 
multimethod, often collaborative, programs of research and consider the implications of their case study for 
developing research policy and infrastructure to support it. 
In the research agenda they reported, primarily between 1990 and 2004, much of it their own, “scholars from 
across the social and natural sciences . . . used a wide variety of research techniques to establish the possibility of 
collective action for natural resource management, identify conditions associated with the emergence and 
durability of collective action, and assess whether and when collective action contributes to sustainable 
management of the resource base” (pp. 21–22). 
 
Across the studies, readers see use of ethnographic field-based research, small-N research with coordinated design 
of case studies to enable comparisons, survey research, laboratory and field-based experiments, research 
syntheses of various sorts (including traditional meta-analysis, qualitative comparative analysis [QCA], and 
narrative analysis), formal modeling (primarily agent-based modeling), and participatory research, sometimes 
employed in the same studies, sometimes sequentially. These methods allow readers to develop theory that 
operates on different levels of the relevant systems—including the individual, the immediate social context where 
decisions are made and actions taken, and the broader social, political, economic, and ecological contexts—and 
that acknowledges context specificity and heterogeneity of complex causes. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
With collective action for the regulation of natural resources, the authors purposefully developed a case “for 
which data are scarce, difficult to collect, and not readily comparable” (p. 5) across contexts and circumstances. 
They noted that collective management of many natural resources occurs on a subnational scale, often with 
informal rules for resource use and local participation outside government involvement. Because such informal 
institutions can be difficult for outsiders to recognize, qualitative field-based research is necessary even to 
identify relevant cases for analysis. The issue is how to develop useful (actionable) theory across such frequently 
disparate contexts. 
 
The theoretical narrative unfolds largely historically. The authors begin by citing an initial theoretical assumption, 
dominant during the 1950s and 1960s, that individuals would “maximize expected, short term material returns to 
self in isolation from other actors” (p. 215), and, consequently, that changing these patterns of behavior required 



imposing solutions (rules, incentives) from outside. However, they showed that numerous field studies 
contradicted this assumption, illustrating the ability of local users to self-organize and to engage in sustained, 
multigenerational collective action. Of course, case studies also illustrated successful arrangements that 
ultimately failed and cases where collective action never emerged. The key question was what might account for 
the varied success. 
 
One line of work focused on ways to develop comparisons that might inform theory across cases. This included 
attention to research syntheses, including QCA, and work on coordinated case studies to facilitate comparison. An 
outgrowth of this work was the notion that researchers need not only a more nuanced theory of individual action 
but also an understanding of the ways in which individual action was structured by contexts. Thus, they considered 
how different methods could contribute differently to theory at three levels: “(1) individual human behavior, (2) 
the microsituation including the immediate variables impinging on individuals in a collective-action dilemma, and 
(3) the broader social-ecological context” (p. 215). 
 
For example, field research informed conceptual clarifications related to types of goods and property rights and 
the rich set of rules used to manage resources. Experiments established the importance of communication and 
trust in initiating and sustaining collective action. Agent-based models enable scholars to test how diverse 
combinations of strategies, resource characteristics, and spatial factors combine over time to create situations 
where cooperation is sustained or disappears. 
 
This pointed to the need for theory that could support and explain context-specific action and accommodate 
causal heterogeneity. They argued that “the weight of an explanation for cooperation in social dilemmas must lie 
both in the general theory of human behavior and in specific characteristics of the microsituations they are in as 
they are embedded in a broader context” (p. 222). 
 
The authors represented their evolving theory in terms of what they called an “ontological frame” to enable a 
“diagnostic approach” (a term borrowed in part from clinical health professions). The goal is to “help scholars, 
officials, and citizens to understand the potential set of variables and their subvariables that can be important in 
analyzing diverse theoretical questions related to the governance of resources” (p. 236). 

–Pamela Moss 
 
 
 

Ream, R. K. (2003). Counterfeit social capital and Mexican American underachievement. Educational Evaluation and Policy 
Analysis, 25(3), 237–262. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
This study shows that social network instability accompanying high mobility rates may contribute to Mexican 
American underachievement. Moreover, this investigation challenges wholly beneficial and ecumenical notions of 
social capital. Mexican-origin youth in possession of what on the surface appears to be a valued form of social 
currency may actually be the unwitting recipients of a form of counterfeit social capital that impinges on their 
school success. As a departure from more common single-method research practices, this mixed-methods study 
integrates research from a national longitudinal database of adolescents in the United States during the high 
school years, with a qualitative study that includes field interviews of mobile adolescents in a large West Coast 
school district. Neither entirely deductive (theory generates hypotheses) nor entirely inductive (observations 
generate hypotheses), the iterative process of data collection and analysis was ongoing and cyclical throughout the 
course of this investigation. Sometimes qualitative groundwork helped to shape the design of the survey analysis. 
In other instances, survey findings validated themes that emerged from the field. Often both sets of findings were 
considered simultaneously to explore different aspects of a particular research question. For example, initial 
fieldwork was followed by a survey wave and a subsequent mixed-methods study that built, in part, on the 
author’s previous research. Since the quantitative and qualitative data come from distinct sources, they are 
presented and interpreted in fundamentally different ways. The former address nationally representative 
generalizable trends, while the interview data, having been gathered via convenience and snowball sampling 
techniques, corroborate some survey findings, challenge and/or elaborate on others, and initiate new ideas not 
foreseen in the study design. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
Initial findings from the field suggested that (a) student and residential mobility are disruptive to the accumulation 
of social capital, and (b) the reasons students change schools may have some bearing on the educational and social 
consequences of doing so. In response to these findings, the author reanalyzed the survey data, including 



composite measures of social capital and variables reflecting reactive and strategic student mobility, and then 
returned to the field for another round of interviews. As an elaboration and qualification of survey results showing 
only a slight negative association between student mobility and 12th-grade test scores, findings suggest that 
strategic mobility made to gain calculated educational advantage (i.e., better teachers) limits the degree to which 
negative manifestations (poverty or transfers for behavioral reasons) are accounted for by the survey data. The 
dichotomy between reactive and strategic student mobility may also help explain Mexican Americans’ relative 
susceptibility to student mobility. Field analyses suggest that Mexican Americans may be more likely to change 
schools reactively and less likely to do so for strategic reasons. Thus, transient Mexican-origin youth may be 
especially likely to experience educational setbacks. The mixed-methods research approach also helped to reveal 
and explain unforeseen and surprisingly negative associations between Mexican American students’ perceptions of 
their teachers’ concern for their academic well-being and their performance on standardized tests. How can it be 
possible that a survey measure of students’ interactions with their teachers seems to be of clear educational 
benefit to Whites but is ineffective, and perhaps disadvantageous, for Mexican-origin youth? Interview findings 
suggest that teachers employ sometimes patronizing forms of social support for students. Often these patronizing 
attitudes were directed less toward Mexican American students’ academic achievement than toward the demands 
of social expediency operative in the classroom. Defensive and accommodating teaching strategies may serve the 
ironic function of increasing students’ perceptions of teachers’ concern for their well-being, while concomitantly 
short-circuiting the usefulness of social capital, especially among Mexican American adolescents. In sum, the 
mixed-methods research approach proved advantageous given that neither the quantitative nor qualitative 
investigative technique is, on its own, as suitable for investigating the mobility/social capital dynamic as the two 
methods combined. 

–Robert Ream 
 
 
 
Study of Instructional Improvement (SII), as described in: 

Rowan, B., & Correnti, R. (2009). Studying reading instruction with teacher logs: Lessons from the study of instructional 
improvement. Educational Researcher, 38(2), 120–131. 
 
This was a multiyear large quasiexperimental study that compared three different whole-school reform models’ 
effects on instruction and achievement. The three models were Success for All, America’s Choice, and Accelerated 
Schools. The three programs varied in their specificity or guidance provided to teachers about how to improve 
instruction, and the researchers studied variation across the three models with respect to instructional change and 
achievement. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
This study was the first to use instructional logs on a large scale. Instructional logs are a form of time diary in 
which teachers report on their use of particular instructional strategies at the end of a day of instruction. The SII 
team gathered data from multiple sources to assess the validity of logs. They compared teacher reports on logs to 
end-of-year survey results and to the reports of observers who visited classrooms in pairs and completed logs as 
outside observers. To understand the role of reform design in shaping instruction, the team analyzed reforms’ 
designs from the perspective of how much prescriptive guidance they gave to teachers regarding instruction and 
then compared changes to instruction as documented in logs over time. The study remains an important one for its 
deep exploration of the links among reform designs, professional development, instruction, and achievement. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
The multiple measures were of central importance to developing a validity argument to support the use of logs to 
measure instruction. Survey measures are subject to self-report bias, and end-of-year surveys are subject to 
retrospective bias and loss of memory. By contrast, while observation measures are trusted more by other 
researchers as a valid source of evidence about instruction, they are expensive to collect, and many measures 
must be taken to establish reliable estimates of teaching. Direct comparison of the methods was critical here to 
help the researchers understand how end-of-year surveys, logs, and observations compared. Especially useful was 
a data collection strategy in which pairs of observers’ ratings were compared with each other and with observer-
teacher ratings (where teachers were self-reporting) from logs. The researchers found that observer-observer 
pairs’ agreement levels were only slightly higher than observer-teacher pairs. 

–William Penuel 
 
 
 



Rumbaut, R. G. (2005). Sites of belonging: Acculturation, discrimination, and ethnic identity among children of 
immigrants. In T. S. Weiner (Ed.), Discovering successful pathways in children’s development: Mixed methods in 
the study of childhood and family life (pp. 111–164). Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press. 
 
HOW METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
This article presents detailed findings on ethnic self-identity and the factors that shape it based on structured 
longitudinal surveys with a large representative sample of over 5,000 adolescent children of immigrants (1.5 and 
second generation), from scores of different national origins, coming of age on both coasts of the United States. 
Four mutually exclusive types of ethnic self-identities emerged: (1) a foreign national identity; (2) a hyphenated-
American identity; (3) a plain American identity; and (4) a pan-ethnic minority group identity (e.g., Hispanic, 
Latino, Chicano, Black, Asian). The paths to those different forms of ethnic self-definition are shaped by a variety 
of social and psychological forces. The results show the complex, conflictual, often incongruous and unexpected 
ways in which race and class, discrimination and acculturation, family relationships, and personal dreams can 
complicate their sense of who they are. This suggests that identities are neither fixed nor irreversible, but always 
a function of relational processes, whose meaning is embedded in concrete social and historical contexts. Ethnic 
self-identities emerge from the interplay of racial and ethnic labels and categories imposed by the external society 
and the original identifications and ancestral attachments asserted by the newcomers. Such considerations 
underscore the need for mixed research methods to get at dimensions of varying subjectivity and situationality and 
to facilitate a more thoroughly contextualized study of ethnic identity and social belonging. The authors returned 
to the field in 2001–2003 to locate and contact as many respondents as possible (from the baseline sample drawn a 
decade earlier, in fall 1991, when most were 14 or 15 years old). Most of the original respondents were located, 
even though many of them (then 24 or 25 years old) were no longer living with their parents in the San Diego and 
Miami metropolitan areas, and some had moved to many different states across the country. Through these 
intensive interviews and oral histories—which are taped, transcribed, and coded via specialized computer software 
for qualitative analysis—the authors aim to explore and probe in much greater detail and nuance the kinds of 
issues that survey instruments and methods constrained them from delving into. 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
Methodologically, the quantified coded responses given by thousands of individuals from dozens of diverse national 
origins in the surveys revealed a handful of distinct patterns that advance our explanation of complex processes of 
self-identification. However, they do not tell us much about the (likely varying) subjective meanings that 
particular ethnic or racial labels may have had for individual respondents. Ethnicity is likely to some degree to be 
racialized in the respondents’ own notions of these modes of group identity. For that matter, there is a strong 
possibility that the same label (e.g., “Latino”) may take on different meanings for the same individual at a later 
time (e.g., in young adulthood) or in different circumstances (e.g., in college). Such considerations underscore the 
need to both broaden and deepen our research by incorporating mixed methods as appropriate to get at those 
dimensions of varying subjectivity and situationality and to facilitate a more thoroughly contextualized study of 
ethnic identity and social belonging. In particular, mixed-method considerations suggest the need to extend our 
study longitudinally into adulthood and to complement the survey methods we have employed in this Children of 
Immigrants Longitudinal Study—and the representative sample on which the study is based—with in-depth 
qualitative interviews, oral histories, and targeted ethnographies. 

–Rubén G. Rumbaut 
 
 
 
Weisner, T. S. (2011). “If you work in this country you should not be poor, and your kids should be doing better”: 
Bringing mixed methods and theory in psychological anthropology to improve research in policy and 
practice. ETHOS, 39(4), 455–476. 

 
HOW THE METHODS ARE MIXED 
 
The New Hope (NH) program is a community-initiated work support and antipoverty program that followed 745 
families (with children ranging from 1 to 10 years of age) for 8 years (1995–2004). The families were randomly 
assigned to program and control groups. The NH benefits could be as high as $1,000 a month and included wage 
supplements, health care for children, childcare vouchers, job search support, and respectful interactions with 
service staff who provided participants with tools for better success in the labor market. The units of analysis 
included two neighborhoods (one predominantly African American and one mixed-race with a large population of 
Latinos), working-poor adults, their households, and their children. The ethnographic component examined 
participants’ social contexts, cultural models of work, and parenting goals and practices during seven home visits, 
which included the ecocultural family interview and extensive field notes. The ethnographic goals included 



understanding what was meaningful to parents and children, their ways of reasoning, and their everyday practices. 
The quantitative component of NH included administrative data for employment, wages, and receipt of services 
and supports. The conceptual frameworks involved the (1) ecocultural perspective, (2) resource pathways such as 
child investments, and (3) indirect pathways where parents feeling more effective and empowered may positively 
affect the children’s outcome. The policy and practice–relevant outcome was to “understand how and why a 
serious attempt to alleviate poverty might work, and how such attempts can be improved” (p. 456). 
 
WHY MIXING METHODS WAS VITAL FOR THE STUDY 
 
The mixed-methods design allowed Weisner to use extensive ethnographic information about the complexity of 
families’ social contexts (e.g., household disruptions, household crowding, noise levels, substance abuse, and 
mental and physical problems) and put them into groups (e.g., those with many problems, few problems, and in 
the middle). This qualitative grouping of families was then used for the quantitative analysis that examined 
employment, wages, and receipt of services and supports. Mixing the methods in this way allowed Weisner to 
identify the groups that appeared to benefit most from NH and to understand their rationale for selecting certain 
services. For instance, some individuals in the NH program actually worked fewer hours, in some cases, when 
compared with the control group. The qualitative findings captured the struggles often encountered by women 
(72% of the sample) as they try to balance employment with the care of children and others in their network (i.e., 
aging parents, sick relatives, etc.). The field notes and interviews revealed that participants used the work 
supports to “cut back from working two jobs, or working overtime, to stay home more with their children, or for 
other personal reasons . . . and others working nonstandard hours (nights, swing shifts, weekends) decided to do so 
less” (p. 467). Another NH finding from the quantitative results indicated that boys benefitted more from the 
program in terms of improved reading (although not math), increased engagement in school, higher aspirations, 
better positive classroom social behavior, and fewer behavior problems. Weisner reported, “For girls, teacher 
reports of school behaviors may have worsened slightly” (p. 466). The qualitative data provided some helpful 
insights into these findings by identifying parents’ adaptive gendered parenting practices based on their 
perceptions of neighborhood risk factors for their boys (gangs, drugs, etc.). The adaptive gendered parenting 
practices included what appeared to be a heavier investment of resources in boys, putting them into after-school 
programs and more intense monitoring (perhaps because they were able to cut back on work hours). 
 
There is an important educational policy lesson in the finding for the boys that future projects may want to 
consider. What are the mechanisms that led to higher teacher ratings on behavior and higher rates of achievement 
for the boys? The mothers invested more of the NH resources in the boys because of the neighborhood, but what 
would they say was their rationale for picking the specific resources they used? Did the mothers use the programs 
to keep the boys from hanging on the street, and as a result, the boys felt less stress and were able to focus on 
their academics? How would the boys describe their transformation? What were the important features for them 
(e.g., people who saw their talents, quiet and safe space off the streets, etc.)? Did the extended daycare 
programs explicitly discuss improving self-esteem, self-efficacy, or school performance? What would cause the 
boys to have higher aspirations? Did they interact with adults who they felt believed in them (see resiliency 
literature)? Were men leading some of the programs? Because of qualitative sample size, perhaps the team can do 
chi-square analysis to see if the presence of some of these after-school program components (presence of men, 
focus on academics, etc.) is statistically associated with improvements in aspirations, reading, etc. As a separate 
finding, it may also be interesting to look at what risks the girls face (e.g., street harassment, gangs, drugs) and 
see how parenting practices are structured to protect them. Do girls whose parents gendered protective strategies 
in place for them do better academically and in terms of their behavior? The finding that showed the girls’ school 
behavior getting worse may be due to the many sexual issues (e.g., harassment, sexual pressures, assaults) they 
have to navigate as their bodies mature. In terms of neighborhoods, it may also be interesting to see how the 
environments vary by the race of the participants. Do White and Latino families living in the “same” 
neighborhoods feel that their boys are at risk? 

–Ruby Mendenhall 
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Notes 
 
1. See, for example, https://provost.ucr.edu/cluster-hiring/. 
2. Because mixed methods is a familiar term and has a history within our broad interdisciplinary field, we use the 
term mixed methods rather than multiple methods for the purposes of this document. 
3. The term iterative signals a pragmatic approach to mixed-methods research insofar as the pragmatic approach 
systematically integrates both quantitative and qualitative methods on at least two levels. First, data collection is 
staggered, often beginning with an initial field study followed by a survey wave and then a confirmatory field 
study (reanalysis of the survey data is likely to include additional variables emerging from the subsequent field 
study). Second, field study “variables” are keyed to survey variables to determine the precise degree of overlap 
and corroboration between the two. 
4. The William T. Grant Foundation supported such an effort, bringing together scholars from its program on 
research utilization to identify dilemmas and share strategies for integrating data from different sources in order 
to draw inferences about research use. A particular strength of this effort was that it brought scholars together 
from different disciplines, including education, public health, and social work. 
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Commentary on “Mixed Methods for Studies That Address Broad and Enduring 

Issues in Education Research” 
 
by Deborah Loewenberg Ball - 2019 
 
This commentary is part of "Mixed Methods for Studies That Address Broad and Enduring Issues in Education 
Research," edited by Lois Weis, Margaret Eisenhart, and Greg J. Duncan. 
 
 
This timely project offers crucial analyses and insights into the development of methods in education research. 
Education researchers draw on multiple disciplines to study phenomena related to the broad range of systems, 
people, relationships, settings, and histories and their interactions that comprise, shape, and are shaped by 
“education.” As such, education researchers can have broad resources on which to draw in constructing disciplined 
inquiry. Rejecting the binary categorizations of and ensuing simplistic debates over “quantitative” versus 
“qualitative” methods, the authors sampled studies in which scholars studied questions for which they assembled 
and combined a range of different methods tailored to focus the acuity of their investigations. The Mixed Methods 
Working Group itself, representing a range of training, perspective, and experience, embodied some of the very 
principles that were at the core of the project––to choose and intertwine approaches suited to the questions at 
hand and to build research teams whose diverse expertise can equip the work. 
 
In this commentary, I focus on three of the insights that the report surfaces: (1) the integration of methods; (2) 
multidisciplinary teams and questions of researchers’ identities; and (3) doctoral preparation in education 
research. 
 

INTEGRATING METHODS 
 

The project team emphasizes that the combining of “methods” is a sophisticated task in which specific tools, 
techniques, and approaches are chosen and put in interaction with one another to pursue a set of questions. 
Several elements of this essential feature of “mixed methods” stand out. First, the range of things that comprise 
“method” is itself not even easily bounded, including things from network analyses and neurological measures to 
logs and the enormous department of what we call “interviews.” It is not easy to identify what the nouns are 
inside the category of “methods.” Tools? Techniques? Specific measures? Approaches? Positioning? Growing, 
naming, and understanding a catalog of what might comprise possible “methods” is an important demand in its 
own right. 
 
Further, because these different ways of gathering and making sense of information are rooted in different 
theoretical models and perspectives, mixing them is a complex process that entails critical watchfulness for 
possible contradictions in perspective that can distort the investigation. Many of the programs of study in the 
sample the Mixed Methods Working Group analyzed exemplified the complexity of combining, for example, 
surveys, close fieldwork, interviews, and specific analytic tools. What does this critical watchfulness demand of 
researchers? On one hand, research teams must be able to unpack and scrutinize the assumptions underlying 
different methods. This includes being able to notice the conceptualizations of the phenomenon on which 
particular methods rest and to examine what these conceptualizations afford and what they might impede. When 
methods are combined, however carefully, the demand for critical consideration of the multiple assumptions on 
which the techniques rest is further elevated. This is a constant entailment of method, whether unitary or mixed. 

 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAMS AND RESEARCHERS’ IDENTITIES 

 
Research is a human endeavor, and the constitution and coordination of diverse teams is a crucial resource for 
skilled use of multiple methods on a project. Collaborative work is, although rewarding, always challenging. The 
Mixed Methods Working Group, understandably, concentrated on the importance of constructing research groups 
that comprise scholars with different kinds of methodological expertise. Highlighted is the role of project 
leadership to bring together these resources in ways that advance the work effectively. Additionally, they propose 
that if we could develop identities as scholars prepared to work across traditions and perspectives (develop 
“mixed-methods identities”), we would center research on problems and questions with the kinds of “linguistic” 
and conceptual, as well as methodological, literacies for productive inquiry. 
 
Of course, the identities of scholars comprise more than their scholarly training, and these identities directly 
interact with and influence their approaches and perspectives. How might the notion of constructing research 
teams with a deliberate eye to diverse identities be further developed? Who comprises the team, in terms of 
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intersectionalities of racial and gender identities and the experiences, perspectives, and skills wrapped in those 
lived identities, contributes significantly to composing the methods that projects deploy. Research teams are 
complex social settings in which confluences of status and power of many kinds operate. Being able to lead and 
work in such groups in ways that appreciate, understand, respect, and use the resources of researchers’ identities 
and expertise is too often overlooked or taken for granted, with nontrivial and harmful consequences. Mere 
attention to project team composition cannot be the goal, and yet avoiding doing so cannot be the solution, so 
constructing and taking advantage of diversity must be an explicit goal involving capacity-building and intentional 
disruption of patterns that marginalize some individuals, groups, and perspectives while privileging others. 

 
DOCTORAL PREPARATION IN EDUCATION RESEARCH 

 
Developing the field to make common the use of mixed methods, with scholars prepared to interact with, use, and 
collaborate, would entail deliberate attention to the training that doctoral programs provide. This issue is one to 
which the Mixed Methods Working Group gave significant thought. The proposition of shifting from methods-centric 
to problem-focused preparation is consistent with the principle that methods and approaches should be selected 
and composed based on research questions. Orienting doctoral training to focus on problems would make more 
natural the need to learn methods in relation to the specific problem or phenomenon under study. 
 
This shift would also require two other kinds of reorientation. First, focusing on problems would require a deeper 
understanding of problem spaces themselves –– specific contexts, histories, and interactions––and the conceptual 
work of identifying practical and theoretical questions in need of study. Doctoral students could develop stronger 
skills in formulating well-tuned questions from their studies of theory and their engagement in contexts. Second, 
and equally important, the capacity to articulate well-articulated and useful conceptual frameworks could be 
exercised. Seeing the ways in which theoretical frameworks shape what to pay attention to and how to look would 
strengthen and align new researchers’ ability to use multiple methods in nuanced ways. What and who are 
obscured through the use of different alternatives? Whose experiences and perspectives are in focus, and whose 
are not? Practicing constructing frameworks and examining the consequences for methods, and hence, for the 
quality of what can be uncovered, would make more transparent what it means to focus critically on problems and 
to align methods to those problems. 
 
The Mixed Methods Working Group has laid out an ambitious vision for how problems, frameworks, and methods 
could productively intersect in education research and in the preparation of new scholars. This vision challenges 
simplistic conceptions of “method” and encourages careful connections among and integration of methods. It 
argues to center research, and research training, on fundamental problems and questions and their theoretical, 
practical, and political contexts. Considering additional implications of this vision makes clear that its pursuit 
would require critical perspective and openness to continue to develop it, including: considering closely the role of 
researchers’ identities and the complexity of diverse and multidisciplinary research teams; the explicit 
construction of conceptual frameworks and their relationship to the selection and combining of methods; and new 
approaches to research training. 
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The Promise of Mixed Methods for Understanding and Addressing Educational 

Inequity: A Commentary on the Mixed Methods Working Group Report 
 
by Nancy L. Deutsch - 2019 
 
This commentary is part of "Mixed Methods for Studies That Address Broad and Enduring Issues in Education 
Research," edited by Lois Weis, Margaret Eisenhart, and Greg J. Duncan. 
 
 
The Mixed Methods Working Group (MMWG) has provided a thoughtful discussion of key topics that arise when 
considering the historical, contemporary, and future roles of mixed-methods research in our field. The emphasis 
on integrated, iterative, multidisciplinary, problem-centered mixed-methods research that is supported by training 
programs and funding is a crucial takeaway of this work. I hope this call will be attended to by researchers, 
educators, policy makers, and funders alike. 
 
The studies highlighted by the MMWG are strong examples of the diverse ways that methods work together and the 
value of each set of methods. It is still unfortunately common for qualitative research to be invoked as “just 
exploratory” or “illustrative”; the research reviewed here provides myriad examples of the ways in which 
qualitative and quantitative methods combined can contribute to both causal description and causal explanation 
(Institute of Education Sciences, 2015; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). This is key if we are to advance our field 
beyond describing patterns and identifying educational programs that work in particular contexts to having a true 
understanding of what works, for whom, under what conditions, and why—the questions posed by Bornstein’s 
(2006) specificity principle. Lerner (2015) invokes this principle as critical for understanding the complexity of 
individual / context relations over time and at multiple levels, a goal that I believe should be at the fore of 
educational research. 
 
In reflecting on the role of mixed methods in addressing educational inequity, a few additional issues arise for me 
that are implied by some of the studies reviewed. Most prominently, the potential for mixed-methods research to 
contribute to the growing scholarship on intersectionality, and the ways in which intersectional identities influence 
people’s experiences of education and inequity, is visible under the surface of the MMWG’s discussion. 
Intersectional research begins from the premise that our social positioning across multiple, intersecting categories, 
shapes our experiences. As Ghavami, Kastiaficas, and Rogers (2016) note in their chapter on intersectionality in 
developmental science, studying multiple identities is not the same as studying intersectional identities. Rather, 
“intersectionality is less concerned with whether race or gender or sexual orientation is more salient per se and 
more interested in how the understanding and experience of race, for example, is filtered through the lens of 
gender” (p. 36). This approach is critical for understanding educational inequity. 
 
Yet intersectionality, which can show itself as within group differences, is often masked or unable to be fully 
interrogated in single-method studies (Williams & Deutsch, 2016). In qualitative studies, there may not be the 
sample size to probe within-group differences. In quantitative studies, differences may be identified via 
interaction effects but left unexplained or underpowered. In some ways, intersectionality is an exemplar of the 
kinds of complex, contextually based constructs that are key for understanding both processes and outcomes 
within educational research. As a result, Ghavami and colleagues (2016) cite the need for multiple methods in 
research on intersectional identities. I echo this call and suggest that researchers should take seriously the 
potential for mixed-methods studies to further understanding of the ways in which youth’s experiences of 
education and inequity are shaped by their intersecting identities. 
 
One constraint in the research on intersectionality is a lack of quantitative measures that assess intersectional 
identities. This limitation reflects another area that emerges in some of the research summarized by the MMWG. 
Mixed methods allow for interrogation of the validity of our constructs and measures for different populations in 
different contexts. The author of one summary points out that the researchers’ original methods were not getting 
at children’s experiences of the world; combining methods allowed for development of tools to more precisely 
assess those experiences. This is an important takeaway for educational researchers. 
 
I appreciate that the MMWG focuses on the value of research teams that are diverse both theoretically (i.e., 
disciplinarily) and methodologically. I would add that we need to also consider the diversity and inclusivity of our 
teams in relation to all aspects of social positioning. How we measure and understand concepts is influenced by 
our personal as well as theoretical and methodological lenses. It is a norm for qualitative researchers to 
acknowledge ourselves as the instrument and to interrogate our own positionality as a factor that shapes our work. 
This is far less common in quantitatively oriented research. Yet as scientists, we acknowledge the role of 
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positionality when it comes to disciplinary background. That is in fact one of the values placed on interdisciplinary 
work—that a psychologist, a sociologist, an economist, and an anthropologist may all be concerned with 
educational equity, but we all view the issues at play with slightly different lenses. Why would we not 
acknowledge that the social identities we inhabit, including gender, race, ethnicity, sexuality, and social class, 
may also yield different lenses on educational issues? If we are to tout the value of building research teams that 
are diverse in methodology and discipline, we should also attend to the diversity of our teams on the very axes of 
social categorizations that shape the inequities we study. 
 
In closing, I will highlight two key areas the MMWG raises that I hope we, as a field, will take up as we advance the 
use of mixed methods in educational research. First, there can be a tendency for researchers to fall back on 
triangulation as the primary value of mixed methods. The MMWG rightly points out the varied ways in which 
multiple methods can work together to enrich research, through expansion of knowledge and identification of 
divergent as well as convergent results (e.g., Greene, Caracelli, & Graham, 1989). They emphasize the ways in 
which multiple methods provide the richest understandings when they are fully integrated and iterative. We 
should strive for such models in our work. Second, the field should take up the MMWG’s idea of problem-centered 
programs. Training that starts with understanding research questions and how different types of questions are best 
answered by different methods or combinations of methods would help break the field of our too common 
dichotomization into methodological camps. This could also be introduced within postdoctoral or early or 
midcareer programs, such as those that some foundations support, to provide opportunities for traditionally 
trained researchers to work with mixed-methods teams. The potential for mixed-methods research to contribute 
to the understanding and dismantling of educational inequity is great. The article produced by the MMWG I hope 
will inspire researchers and funders to focus efforts on supporting this work in the years to come. 
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Reflections on the Promise of Mixed-Methods Research in Education 
 
by Carola Suárez-Orozco - 2019 
 
This commentary is part of "Mixed Methods for Studies That Address Broad and Enduring Issues in Education 
Research," edited by Lois Weis, Margaret Eisenhart, and Greg J. Duncan. 
 
 
As the authors of this important contribution clearly articulate, there is little doubt that the complex and enduring 
educational dilemmas of our time require the promise that mixed-methods approaches offer. The reasons to 
deploy mixed methods are quite obvious—especially if we are to understand why what we are trying to accomplish 
matters for whom (Hay, 2016; Mertens, 2015). In this commentary, I offer some thoughts based on a quarter 
century of mixing methods. 
 

THE DEMOGRAPHIC IMPERATIVE 
 

The authors articulate that mixed-methods work is important if we are to address “an increasingly diverse and 
unequal society.” Mertens advocates that transformative mixed-methods approaches allow for the development of 
trusting ethical relationships, and the joint, iterative exploration of issues that are meaningful to the community 
(Mertens, 2012). I would further suggest that, given the growing demographic diversity of our student population, 
it is deeply problematic from the social science point of view not to engage in mixed-methods research. Here is 
why. 
 
Today, more than a quarter of our children, in most postindustrial nations, have an immigrant parent; thus, these 
students are growing up in culturally and linguistically diverse families. The classic instruments and assessment 
strategies, developed for mainstream and English-dominant students, often miss the experiencesof these students 
and their parents because these approaches were developed through an entirely different lens (American 
Psychological Association [APA], 2012). Further, assessment items developed with mainstream or language-
dominant norm groups can (and often do) lead to distorted interpretations that lead to miscategorizations and 
underrecognition of skills (APA, 2012). To ethically conduct linguistically and culturally relevant and competent 
assessment and research with students from these backgrounds, we must engage in an iterative practice of either 
adapting old tools or developing new ones that capture these students’ repertoires of lived reality and skills. This 
requires sequencing mixed methods, including a qualitative phase of engaging learning around cultural 
understandings and practices before moving to quantitative adaptations (or development) of assessments that 
include both student and parent points of view. Failing to do so can lead to a form of institutionalized racism 
(Jones, 2000). 
 

“MULTILINGUALISM” AS METAPHOR FOR TEAMWORK 
 

A current challenge in the field is that few of us (old or new scholars) have been systematically trained to be 
mixed-methods researchers. Most of us are thoroughly socialized into theoretical epistemologies of one discipline 
to use a set of methodological tools. While we may learn the language of a new field, like most “second-language” 
speakers, we are likely to speak with an accent (sometimes a heavy one) and will tend to favor our dominant 
disciplinary language. To work optimally in mixed-methods research, we should plan on working in collaborative 
teams that engage experts with a variety of skills—across disciplines and across populations and/or topic areas. 
 
For optimal work to be done, each team member must, at a minimum, have “receptive” knowledge of other 
research team methodological languages in order to follow the train of research conversation. We mixed-methods 
researchers need to continuously push ourselves to improve our methodological skills and to participate in active 
code-switching “conversations” in which no tedious interruptions are necessary to maintain the flow of 
conversation and creative riffing of ideas. Further, there must be a clear understanding of where the limits of our 
knowledge begin and end. When is it time to bring in an expert in what domain? What needs “back-translation” for 
accuracy? When is an entirely new language (or dialect/expertise/instrument) required in the planning or analysis 
stages? And, importantly for dissemination, subject/method experts “with no accent” must write select sections to 
pass reviewers’ critical lenses. Last, someone who is quite “bilingual” must polish final products to ensure that 
language is not jarringly disconnected and speaks to all audiences. 
 

PUBLICATION GUIDELINES 
 

A major roadblock for mixed methods has been the issue of publication in high-impact venues. The reasons for this 
challenge have been multifold. In the course of mixed-methods research, massive volumes of data are typically 
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collected. A challenge, then, becomes how to concisely tell the story the data have to tell in a succinct and yet 
“valid,” “trustworthy,” “legitimate” (Onwuegbuzie & Johnson, 2006), or “transparent” (Levitt et al., 2018) 
manner (depending on the disciplinary nomenclature). Books can be the more appropriate venue in which to lay 
out the full narrative of findings, though in some disciplines, books are not the valued coin of the realm. 
 
A sensible strategy for many, then, is to parse out segments of the full mixed-methods data into various articles. 
Sometimes the data can be presented as simply a quantitative segment of the data, and at others as a qualitative 
portion; in such cases, there are specialized journals for each with reviewers who understand how to assess the 
type of research question, methods, analytic strategies, and appropriate conclusions that can be drawn. In other 
cases, the compelling elegance of the mixed-methods data is what author(s) wish to roll out. It may indeed be 
precisely what reveals a new finding in the most novel and compelling manner. 
 
Yet publishing mixed-methods narratives in journals has, over the last decades, been a challenge, both because of 
increasingly tight journal word constraints and the limitations of reviewer training noted earlier. Most reviewers 
are well trained in one method but not others and thus impose their disciplinary and methodological lenses on the 
work they review, often without knowingly recognizing those biases. Further, the field has been constricted by its 
publishing standards. The American Psychological Association manual (APA, 2010), a standard in the field for many 
journals, for example, has privileged a quantitative paradigm. It has heretofore not provided much in the way of 
guidance for authors to prepare or reviewers to systematically review qualitative or mixed-method manuscripts. In 
an important step for the field, the APA convened a task force to develop and recommend explicit guidelines for 
both qualitative and mixed-methods research (Levitt et al., 2018). These will be the basis for the new APA manual 
soon to be released, providing explicit guidelines for editors to offer to both authors and reviewers moving 
forward. 
 

In sum, the realities of doing meaningful mixed-methods work require significant (and continuous) training, 
flexibility, collaboration, and clear communication strategies. Mixed-methods team research is ideally suited to 
address pragmatic problem-centered issues with diverse learners like those that we encounter in the field of 
education. It necessitates social scientists who are well trained in more than one disciplinary and methodological 
approach, who are comfortable recognizing the limits of their training, and who effectively work collaboratively 
with others, laying out a clear transparent audit trail (Levitt et al., 2018). By working together iteratively, with 
genuine curiosity, toward a shared agenda to solve the critical educational issues of our time, I am optimistic that 
we can and will make great strides. 
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More Than Technique: Mixing Methods as an Aspiring Methodology 
 
by Jennifer C. Greene - March 15, 2019 
 
This commentary is part of "Mixed Methods for Studies That Address Broad and Enduring Issues in Education 
Research," edited by Lois Weis, Margaret Eisenhart, and Greg J. Duncan. 
Mixed-methods (MM) social inquiry broadly aims for “better understanding” of the phenomena being studied, via 
the use of more than one methodological standpoint. Manifestations of “better understanding” include greater 
comprehensiveness, attention to diverse perspectives, new insights, and practical utility. My comments will 
concentrate on MM as a strategy for meaningfully engaging with difference, in particular, differences in 
standpoints and values. I fervently believe that the contemporary global challenges of structural inequity and 
discrimination, currently fueled by fear and hatred, mandate the wise and strategic use of all our ways of 
knowing and understanding. 
 
The Mixed Methods Working Group’s (MMWG’s) statement of purpose and the brief summaries of selected 
“exemplary” mixed-methods studies capture some of the distinctive potential of MM research to engage with 
difference—meaningfully, respectfully, and constructively—toward research results of enhanced depth, 
relevance, and consequence. My comments underscore four critical features of MM research that importantly 
contribute to fulfillment of this MM agenda. 
 
ONE: CLEARLY AND SPECIFICALLY IDENTIFY AND JUSTIFY WHAT IS BEING MIXED AND WITH WHAT RATIONALE AND 
ATTENDANT VALUES 
 
The MMWG statement importantly encourages “moving beyond the qualitative-quantitative binary,” because this 
binary conveys a simplistic and misguided portrait of the character and potential of MM research. The labels 
“qualitative” and “quantitative” do not clearly communicate just what is being mixed in a MM study. Is the mix 
being conducted at the level of method only (questionnaire, interview); method and methodology (survey 
research, case study); or method, methodology, and paradigm (postpositivism and constructivism)? These binary 
labels also have the effect of limiting MM research to conventional traditions (“qualitative” or constructivist and 
“quantitative” or postpositivist traditions). Excluded from this binary are critical, participatory, feminist, 
poststructural, postqualitative, pragmatic, action-oriented, and other philosophical-political frameworks for 
conducting educational research. Because what is being mixed in a MM study centrally configures the study’s 
data, analyses, results, and interpretations, clear articulation of and justification for the intended mix are 
essential. 
 
Moreover, muffled by the qualitative-quantitative binary are the values and political ideals that accompany the 
mix, as conveyed by the study’s methods, methodologies, and paradigms—values like voice and silence, inclusion 
and exclusion, fairness and privilege. The mixing dynamic in MM research often powerfully transmits the value 
dimensions of educational inquiry. 
 
TWO: MAKE WISE USE OF METHODOLOGICAL GUIDANCE FROM THE MM LITERATURE 
 
The MMWG statement does not fully recognize the substantial progress that has been made in recent decades in 
developing strategies for designing, implementing, and warranting the results of a MM study. These strategies 
range from philosophical and conceptual frameworks for MM to specific typologies and lists of options for MM 
purpose, design, analysis, warranting, and reporting. The field remains in an entrepreneurial phase, with good 
ideas welcomed from all corners of the social inquiry community and little consensus on any one 
conceptualization or framework. Even so, thoughtful and well–justified use of selected ideas from this literature 
in MM empirical work is strongly encouraged by MM scholars. Few of the write-ups of the MM empirical examples—
selected as exemplars for this Spencer Foundation project—referred to identified purposes for mixing, MM designs 
used, integrative analyses employed, fulfillment of quality criteria, or reporting strategies identified. Perhaps 
this was due to space limitations? 
 
Given the extant conceptual literature on MM inquiry, the educational research community should fully expect 
researchers conducting MM studies to justify the selection of a MM approach for the study at hand and to use 
existing MM methodological constructs and ideas (or invent new ones) to argue for the rigor and relevance of 
their design, analyses, and reporting. 
 
THREE: RECALL THAT METHOD IS EVER THE SERVANT OF SUBSTANCE 
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The MMWG statement discusses appropriate cautions in jumping on the MM bandwagon, especially for graduate 
students. Some 40 years ago, many graduate students in the social sciences wanted to “do a qualitative 
dissertation.” Similarly, today, many graduate students want to “do a mixed-methods dissertation.” Even as, or 
perhaps especially as, a methodologist, I assertively redirect these conversations to the substantive issues and 
challenges that matter to the student. Yes, indeed, I enthusiastically agree with the MMWG. It is the research 
questions that drive research design and implementation. 
 
Yet, writing good research questions is a learned craft, and writing research questions that invite, even welcome, 
a MM approach is a craft still being developed. In my own work, I usually do not write specific MM questions. 
Rather, (1) across research questions, I often identify the most important constructs to be assessed in a given 
study and target those for mixing methods, or, (2) especially in my evaluation work, I sometimes use the phrase 
“In what ways and to what extent. . . ” is the program implemented with both fidelity and contextual 
accommodation, and are valued objectives attained? The MMWG’s ideas about problem-centered graduate 
student education are commendable, because experiential learning about methodology, including mixed 
methodology, is far superior to classroom learning, even with the best of instructors. 
 
FOUR: WHAT MAKES A MM STUDY NOTEWORTHY AND COMMENDABLE? 
 
The generation of important substantive insights—not likely to have surfaced with a mono-method design—is the 
calling card of a MM approach to social inquiry. As with all social inquiry traditions, these insights must be 
warranted via documentation that the study’s data and analysis results are defensible, trustworthy, and 
justified—both the results of each individual method and especially the integrated results from the methods mix. 
The MM methodological literature includes proposed criteria for judging inference quality in MM studies, some of 
which are used by MM researchers today. 
 
The presentations of the empirical exemplars identified in this Spencer project did not attend to these 
fundamental issues of warrant. For the advancement of educational research, and the continuing support of a MM 
approach, these challenges of warrant must be engaged. 
 
Finally, central to generative and worthy MM inquiry is the importance of genuine respect for difference—
differences in philosophical assumptions, what constitutes an important research question, the character of 
warranted evidence, the role and responsibilities of the inquirer, and more. It is this respect that enables and 
supports meaningful dialogues across differences, toward broader, deeper, and more actionable knowledge. 
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Getting the Most Out of Mixed-Methods Research Designs: Comment on the 

Mixed Methods Working Group Essay 
 
by Adam Gamoran - 2019 
 
This commentary is part of "Mixed Methods for Studies That Address Broad and Enduring Issues in Education 
Research," edited by Lois Weis, Margaret Eisenhart, and Greg J. Duncan. 
 
 
The Mixed Methods Working Group has performed a valuable service by calling attention to the value of and 
challenges to effective use of mixed-methods designs in education research. Mixed-methods designs can breathe 
life into otherwise dry, abstracted tests of hypotheses by enabling readers to understand the lived experiences of 
persons who encounter experimental programs or policy shifts. They can deepen our conceptions to enable richer, 
better informed hypotheses in the first place, and they can help us make sense of unexpected findings, whether in 
the form of rejected hypotheses or variation in effects among subgroups. Moreover, mixed-methods designs allow 
an avenue for exploring the generalizability of interpretive findings. 1 
 
While I do not dispute any of these claims, I will use this brief comment to call out two points that deserve greater 
amplification. First, more can be said about the value of mixed-methods research in education among the many 
domains of social science. Second, two common mixed-methods designs deserve greater attention, one because of 
its special virtues and another because of its limitations. 
 
Why does research on education in particular call out for mixed-methods designs? The Working Group statement is 
largely generic, as if the needs and possibilities of research on education were no different than those of any other 
domain, such as family, population, crime and justice, the workplace, and so on. While different social settings 
are alike in many ways, education contexts are distinctive in ways that are relevant for mixed-methods research 
designs. One reason education that research stands to benefit from mixed-methods approaches is that its questions 
are inherently applied (Coleman, 1976). Even the most fundamental research questions—for example, about the 
science of learning, and certainly the multitude of questions about programs, policies, and practices that improve 
outcomes and reduce gaps—reflect an unrelenting quest to improve education, which stands as the primary 
motivation for education research. This applied mission stands to gain from designs that both test hypotheses and 
interpret the experience of individuals within the education system. To improve education, it is essential both to 
understand the opportunities, responses, challenges, and contingencies of individuals, and to test hypotheses 
about ways to lessen the challenges and enhance the opportunities to provoke productive responses. 
 
A second distinctive benefit of mixed methods for education research is its power to illuminate interactions 
between teachers and students in classrooms which, as Barr and Dreeben (1983) and Ball and Forzani (2007) have 
argued, lie at the heart of the education research endeavor. Neither tests of hypothesis nor interpretive analyses 
can fully capture this dynamic, but a combination of methods promises more powerful insights about ways to 
enhance learning for all students. Because of both its applied nature and the human interaction at its core, 
education research has much to gain from mixed-methods designs. 
 
The Working Group statement identifies key features of mixed-methods designs but could do more to evaluate the 
value of different mixed-methods approaches. Two designs in particular warrant greater discussion. Since the 
establishment of the Institute of Education Sciences in 2002 and its emphasis on asking questions about “what 
works” in education, researchers have increasingly accepted the stance that causal claims should be limited to 
designs that warrant causal conclusions. Such designs include experimental studies and rigorous quasiexperimental 
studies that permit one to distinguish between effects of treatments and effects of selection into treatments. Yet 
experimental studies commonly fail to unpack the experiences of individuals in the different conditions, leaving a 
large blind spot when trying to understand why educational treatments are effective or why they fail, and why 
they work for some individuals or in some contexts and not others. Hence, an interpretive analysis packaged within 
the experiment can be particularly enlightening (Louie, 2016). Meanwhile, a standalone interpretive study can 
illuminate the meanings that individuals attach to their experiences, but the generalizability of any conclusions 
about how to improve their experiences cannot be ascertained without a complementary hypothesis-testing 
design. In these cases, a particular type of mixed-methods design is especially suitable: the nested design, in 
which a representative subsample of both the treatment and control groups is randomly selected for further in-
depth study (Duncan, Huston, & Weisner, 2007; Small, 2011). Choosing a representative sample for the 
interpretive component of the mixed-methods study, including a sample of control cases, allows researchers to 
observe experiences that represent the full range of subject backgrounds and contexts, thus offering more 
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powerful conclusions about the variety of experiences than, say, samples drawn for convenience that may miss 
essential contrasts (DeLuca, Duncan, Keels, & Mendenhall, 2011). 
 
By contrast, mixed-methods designs that focus their interpretive work on outliers—for example, the most and least 
effective schools in a districtwide or statewide sample—are problematic and should be entertained with great 
caution. By selecting cases on the dependent variable (performance or growth is high versus low, or gaps are wide 
versus narrow), this approach may mislead investigators in two ways. First, all outliers represent some degree of 
“true” departure from a central tendency and some degree of error variance, but the balance of these 
components for any particular case is unknown. Consequently, any particular outlier may embody qualities that 
pushed it to the edge, or it may not, and the limited number of cases in an interpretive study does not allow for 
error variance to be averaged out. Moreover, the conditions and processes observed in the outlier may distinguish 
it from other cases, or they may not; without observing other cases, there is no way to know. Whereas the 
representative sample selected for interpretive study within the large-scale experiment offers, in a sense, more 
than meets the eye, the outlier study offers less. At most, the outlier study should be treated as a way to generate 
hypotheses, not to confirm them. 
 
The Working Group has identified key challenges in pursuing and supporting mixed-methods research on education, 
and pointed out ways to meet the challenges. I encourage researchers, reviewers, and funders to follow their 
advice. 
 
 
Note 
 
1. Space limitations preclude a lengthy treatment of what I mean by “mixed-methods research,” but in my view, 
the most useful definition refers to studies that both test hypotheses and interpret individuals’ experiences. I 
emphasize hypothesis-testing and interpretive methods over the more familiar quantitative and qualitative 
methods because the former reflect the question posed, which is the most fundamental step in any research study, 
whereas the latter refer to the data and mode of analysis. For more discussion of the varieties of mixed methods 
research, see Small (2011). 
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Mixed-Methods Research Through the Lens of a Funding Agency 
 
by Thomas Brock - April 01, 2019 
 
This commentary is part of "Mixed Methods for Studies That Address Broad and Enduring Issues in Education 
Research," edited by Lois Weis, Margaret Eisenhart, and Greg J. Duncan.  
 
 
The Institute of Education Sciences (IES) is the research, evaluation, and statistics arm of the U.S. Department of 
Education. Established in 2002 by the Education Sciences Reform Act, its mission is to provide scientific evidence 
on which to ground education practice and policy and to share this information in formats that are useful and 
accessible to educators, parents, policy makers, researchers, and the public. Scientific evidence is sometimes 
interpreted, erroneously, to mean that IES is exclusively focused on studies that use quantitative methodologies to 
determine the causal effects of education interventions. In fact, IES provides funding for a broad range of studies 
and encourages applications for research that uses quantitative and qualitative methods to develop solutions for 
the nation’s most pressing education needs. As captured by the recommendations of the Mixed Methods Working 
Group (MMWG), a key to IES support is to demonstrate how multiple methods are integrated, coherent, and 
illuminating to the problem or issue at hand. 
 
IES organizes its grant programs according to a goal structure that is intended to help applicants clarify their 
research objectives and select the most appropriate methods to address their questions or 
hypotheses. Exploration (Goal 1) supports the identification of malleable factors associated with student outcomes 
and/or the factors and conditions that mediate or moderate that relationship. Development and Innovation (Goal 
2) supports the creation, refinement, and pilot-testing of interventions to improve student 
outcomes. Efficacy(Goal 3) supports the rigorous evaluation of interventions that have not been evaluated before 
to determine whether they produce a beneficial effect on student outcomes. Replication (Goal 4) supports 
additional testing of interventions with previous evidence of efficacy to build further evidence on the underlying 
mechanisms that lead to effects and the reproducibility of prior results. Measurement (Goal 5) supports the 
development of new assessments or the validation of existing assessments for use by school personnel or education 
researchers. The goal structure is explained in detail in the Request for Applications for Education and Special 
Education Research grants (IES, 2018a, 2018b) and is referenced in other IES grant programs as well. Following are 
just a few examples of recently funded projects and initiatives: 
 

• 
A network of early childhood researchers1 is conducting exploratory studies to understand why the benefits of 
preschool education often fade once students get to elementary school. The network is documenting state and 
local policies that may affect children’s outcomes; observing classrooms to identify teaching practices and other 
malleable factors that may influence children’s school readiness and achievement; and analyzing school records to 
determine factors that are associated with children’s academic achievement and social adjustment over time. The 
network’s ultimate goal is to produce information, tools, and products that policy makers and practitioners can 
use to build more effective early learning systems and products. 
 

• 
A partnership between the University of Pittsburgh and the Tennessee Department of Education2 is engaged in a 
rapid-cycle improvement process to develop and refine a coaching intervention for elementary and middle school 
math teachers. The partnership is using videotaped observations, transcripts of coaching sessions, and teacher 
surveys to understand how the coaching model is working and to strengthen the approach. Six improvement cycles 
are planned; after each cycle, the partnership analyzes new data and makes further changes based on how 
coaches and teachers responded to prior revisions. The partnership is also analyzing student performance on 
annual state tests to determine how variations in coaching practices over time affect students’ math achievement. 
 

• 
The Research on Education Access and Choice (REACH) Center3 is examining the implementation and effects of 
school choice policies on student outcomes. Guided by theory and past empirical work, researchers are interested 
in how various “policy levers” (such as the systems and procedures that school districts put in place to inform 
parents about schooling options and make schools accountable for performance) may be used to improve outcomes 
for the most disadvantaged students, including low-income, underrepresented minority, special education, and 
English learner students. Researchers will use administrative data to describe current policies and practices 
related to school choice across all 50 states and will combine this analysis with intensive field research to 
understand the implementation of specific policy levers in selected states and school districts and to identify sites 
and strategies for rigorous evaluation. 
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IES makes funding decisions based on the resources it has available and the scientific merit of applications as 
determined by independent peer reviewers. The process is competitive; in a given year, only a small fraction of 
proposals will receive a grant. Although there are no formulas, the key features of effective mixed-methods 
research identified by the MMWG offer sound guidance to grant seekers. Four points are particularly salient: 
 

1. 
Help reviewers see the proposed methods as interlocking pieces. Reviewers of research proposals sometimes 
struggle to understand how different research methods add up to a cohesive study. Applicants should be clear on 
the timing and sequencing of activities, particularly when one stage of data collection and analysis lays the 
foundation for another. When multiple samples are used, applicants should explain the selection and composition 
of each sample and how it relates to others in the study. A Venn diagram or figure that depicts how different 
research activities or samples are connected can go a long way toward helping reviewers make sense of a mixed-
methods design and how it will advance education theory and practice. 
 

2. 
Stress the importance of understanding local context. As indicated by the examples of IES-funded projects and 
others compiled by the MMWG, researchers who use mixed methods have an opportunity to investigate and 
thoroughly describe the communities, schools, and other settings where their research is taking place. Such “deep 
dives” may reveal whether and how an intervention is addressing the actual needs of teachers and students and 
comports with their routines. In turn, this information can be used to strengthen interventions and to explain 
program effects. It is worth noting that the IES What Works Clearinghouse (WWC)4 contains more than 10,000 
studies that meet WWC standards (with or without reservations) to measure the causal effects of various 
interventions, but only 376 show a positive effect at least one education outcome.5 Intervention studies that pay 
close attention to local context have the potential to avoid past mistakes in program design and implementation, 
and they may offer more satisfying explanations for why interventions produce the effects that they do. 
 

3. 
Describe the research team as a well-integrated unit. Funding applications typically highlight researchers’ past 
achievements and subject-matter expertise but often do a poor job of explaining how a group of individuals with 
different training will function as a team. Projects that use mixed methods require researchers to move past their 
methodological comfort zones and apply techniques they might not have used in the past. Applicants should be 
clear about how team members work together to codesign instruments and share responsibility for data analysis 
and interpretation. They should also consider how they will investigate and resolve conflicts that may emerge from 
different methodological approaches and data sources. The structure and process they use to promote 
collaboration should be detailed in the personnel section of their proposal. 
 

4. 
Consider how mixed methods may open up new venues for dissemination. IES requires all applicants for research 
grants to identify potential audiences for their research and present a plan for how they will reach these 
audiences. Applicants are strongly encouraged to go beyond traditional academic publishing and to consider how 
best to communicate with lawmakers, school officials, teachers, parents, and other stakeholders. Importantly, 
briefings and other activities that promote genuine interactions with people on the “front lines” of education 
reform may lead to new lines of inquiry and generate findings or products that policy makers and practitioners find 
more useful. 
 
This last point is worth repeating. IES supports rigorous, scientific education research, but its ultimate purpose is 
to build accurate and reliable information to improve education. This should be the principal motivation for 
mixed-methods research and serve as the guidepost for all funding decisions. 
 
 
Notes 
 
1. https://ies.ed.gov/ncer/projects/program.asp?ProgID=91 
2. https://ies.ed.gov/funding/grantsearch/details.asp?ID=1526 
3. https://ies.ed.gov/funding/grantsearch/details.asp?ID=2210 
4. https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/ 
5. Personal communication with the What Works Clearinghouse Help Desk, July 10, 2018. 
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Adding Value Beyond the Gold Standard: Uses of Mixed Methods 
 
by James Rosenbaum - April 01, 2019 
 
This commentary is part of "Mixed Methods for Studies That Address Broad and Enduring Issues in Education 
Research," edited by Lois Weis, Margaret Eisenhart, and Greg J. Duncan. 
 
 
Discussions of mixed-methods design often devolve into battles about the qualitative-quantitative dichotomy. This 
report seeks to consider various ways that multiple methods could be combined fruitfully. The report reviews 
many methods and what each has to contribute. It asks how different methodologies may be integrated and 
coordinated. Multimethod issues particularly are relevant in large programs of study on a single theme. The report 
describes the challenges of mixed-methods research and possible solutions.    
 
The report addresses key features of successful mixed-methods research; challenges and ways to address them; 
and issues of training, funding, and publishing. The report examines a wide range of exemplary mixed-methods 
studies and provides concrete examples of important issues. The report includes an appendix with specific reviews 
of multimethod studies, and it describes the various ways methods were mixed in each study, and why mixing 
methods was vital to the study. 
 
Mixed methods are often essential for certain kinds of studies. Because survey measures are subject to self-report 
bias and end-of-year surveys are subject to retrospective bias, time logs to measure instruction can be essential 
(Rowan & Correnti, 2009). Time logs provide detailed current reports, so they possess detail and accuracy that 
retrospective reports cannot, and they are less likely to be affected by subjective recall bias. 
 
In another study, qualitative findings capture the struggles often encountered by women (72% of the sample) as 
they try to balance employment with the care of children and others in their network (i.e., aging parents, sick 
relatives, etc.; Weisner, 2011). 
 
In the current era, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are considered the gold standard for research, often to the 
exclusion of other methods. The virtues are obvious. When individuals are randomly assigned to treatment or 
control groups, the treatment is the only expected difference, so inference is clear, and many sources of bias are 
removed from the process. However, as this report shows, qualitative research can often be extremely helpful in 
understanding RCT results. 
 
In the RCT study of the New Hope program, which showed strong quantitative results, qualitative material was 
useful for understanding unexpected findings. “One of the most important—and initially puzzling—impacts of the 
New Hope experiment was that in the experimental group, boys but not girls, were rated by their teachers as 
much better behaved and higher achieving than their control group counterparts.” In the qualitative data, parents 
expressed greater threats to their boys than to their girls, so parents channeled more program resources to boys 
(e.g., childcare subsidies for extended daycare). In effect, despite random assignment, the qualitative data show 
that mothers strategized about how to use treatment resources, based on their perceptions of threats and 
dangers. 
 
In contrast, the random assignment study of the Moving to Opportunity (MTO) residential mobility program found 
that mobility into low-poverty neighborhoods had little effect on children’s educational outcomes 5–15 years later 
(DeLuca & Rosenblatt, 2010). In American society, where school quality is strongly related to neighborhood 
attributes, it is puzzling to find that this residential mobility program had negligible impact on educational 
outcomes. However, more detailed inquiry, qualitative and quantitative, led the researchers to discover that in 
Baltimore, as in the other four cities, very few treatment children attended high-performing affluent schools. The 
vast majority of children remained in their original city schools, or they relocated to other low-performing schools. 
In part, this was because most MTO moves were short distances (under 10 miles), unlike a prior mobility program 
(Gautreaux), where long-distance moves required children to attend high-performing schools. In addition, the 
researchers discovered that parents were resistant to the disruption of transferring their students from their 
schools in their old neighborhood, they believed that school quality didn’t matter as much as children’s effort did, 
and they were not well informed about educational opportunities in schools in their new neighborhoods. 
 
If these qualitative findings had been known before designing the MTO program (perhaps in a pilot study), they 
might have led to informing parents about the importance of school quality and how to choose neighborhoods with 
better schools. This multimillion dollar program might have had much greater impact on education outcomes if 
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such informing had taken place. Perhaps a small leaflet identifying the options and their desirability, or a brief 
training of housing counselors, might have radically improved educational outcomes. 
 
Although quantitative research often assumes that we understand the variables we are measuring, mixed methods 
sometimes reveals a different understanding of variables and processes. Particularly in research where qualitative 
findings come first, qualitative findings can suggest new variables for quantitative study. High school tracking 
studies often relied on students’ reported track placements, until an interview study discovered that students 
often didn’t understand what track they were in, and this was confirmed in a later national survey (Rosenbaum, 
1976, 1980). Similarly, research often assumed that students try to perform their best on community college 
remedial placement exams, until qualitative research found that many students put little effort on the exam 
because they didn’t realize that better test scores could save them thousands of dollars on noncredit remedial 
courses (Rosenbaum, Ahearn, & Rosenbaum, 2017). Although research has long focused on raising students’ 
educational ambitions, recent qualitative research finds that ambition is not enough, and students need advising 
to direct their ambitions toward realistic careers (Rosenbaum, 2001; Schneider & Stevenson, 1999). Although 
research often measures education attainment as years of education, occupational faculty described how various 
sub-BA credentials (associate’s degrees and certificates) sometimes pay better than BA degrees, which suggests 
that years of education may miss key issues in education impact (Brint, 2003; Rosenbaum et al., 2017). In each 
example, qualitative research provided a new understanding of quantitative variables and led to better variables, 
more targeted analyses, and new understandings about reality that could be studied in quantitative research.   
 
Mixed-methods research has great potential, but it raises many issues. This report gives an excellent overview of 
many issues and challenges, and a compelling inventory of some of the learning that it permits. 
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Mixing Methods in My Research 
 
by H. M. Levin - 2019 
 
This commentary is part of "Mixed Methods for Studies That Address Broad and Enduring Issues in Education 
Research," edited by Lois Weis, Margaret Eisenhart, and Greg J. Duncan. 
 
 
I am an educational economist with a PhD in economics, taught in the early ’60s to be mainly quantitative in 
research focus. In my economics training, I had very little exposure to nonquantitative methods beyond the 
required exposure to economic history and economic thought. Today, even these subjects have become dominated 
by quantitative methods. 
 
In my initial training, it was clear that researchers in my field were identified by particular methods that they 
repeated in studies on very different topics. The Report of the Mixed Methods Working Group is succinct in 
asserting that “research methods should not be chosen without regard for the research questions at issue.” In the 
early ’60s, that was certainly not a guiding concern because the methodological competence that was rewarded 
was typically that of expanding sophistication in a particular method. I started my career with this belief until I 
was critiqued by a colleague on my narrowness: “If your thing is swinging a hammer, then everything begins to 
look like a nail.” That troubled me. 
 
My growth in a new methodological direction was far more informal than I would like to admit. I wish that I had 
had a copy of the Report of the Mixed Methods Working Group long ago to help make my journey into mixed 
methods more informed and direct. 
 
My early exposure to qualitative methods took place at Stanford University, where I had the fortune to have as 
colleagues George Spindler and Christine Finnan. My exposures to qualitative approaches were casual, an 
occasional article read out of curiosity, service as a reader on dissertations or opportunistic discussions with such 
colleagues as George Spindler, or with Shirley Brice Heath on her classic, Ways With Words. 
 
By the 1980s, I had the opportunity to work on a project in which we were studying educational needs of high-
technology occupations. To do this, we had to compare the activities of managerial and production workers in 
more traditional industries with those in high-technology operations. How should this be done? Fortunately, we 
were able to attract Christine Finnan, an ethnographer, to our team, and myself and Russ Rumberger. She led the 
research team in designing a systematic process for observing worker activities and combining these with 
interpretive interviews among the workers whom we studied. We learned not only from watching and recording 
what workers did, but also from asking them what alternatives they considered and why they chose a particular 
one. This enabled us to see the complexity of their embedded thinking underlying what appeared to be routine 
actions. Finnan provided us with training and field demonstrations applying these approaches and educating us on 
what was a new and logical strategy to our research focus. 
 
In my more recent research endeavors, I have discovered how powerful the combination of qualitative and 
quantitative methods can be in our specialty of cost-effectiveness analysis. The overall purpose of cost-
effectiveness analysis is to identify impacts of educational interventions on both educational results and their 
costs. The emphasis is to use resources effectively to accomplish more with a given resource capacity. In some 
studies of alternatives to improve high school graduation or achievement among “effective programs,” we found 
approaches that could accomplish the same educational results at 1/10 of the cost of competing programs. 
 
Surprisingly, cost measurement on specific interventions cannot be ascertained from school accounting systems 
because such systems were designed for purposes other than accurate analysis of costs of educational alternatives. 
The appropriate economic method is to identify all the resource requirements or specific ingredients used, such as 
personnel, facilities, and equipment, in terms of the quantities and qualities of each that are required to obtain 
the results reported in experimental or quasiexperimental studies of effectiveness. Given complete and accurate 
information on ingredients, their market values can be employed to establish the cost of each alternative. This 
analysis can be done at a national, regional, or local level to provide good information on comparative cost-
effectiveness of competing interventions, findings of high value when considering adoption of an approach to 
effectively address educational needs (Levin, McEwan, Belfield, Bowden, & Shand, 2017). 
 
The challenge is that detailed data on ingredients and specifics on how they are used are rarely found in 
documentation of experimental and quasiexperimental evaluations. Such information requires close observation of 
the actual implementation rather than a general description of the intervention. Most evaluations of interventions 
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lack this detail, and we have had to rely on a variety of other strategies to reconstruct the ingredients that are 
required to yield the results. 
 
Implementation is a key part of identifying resources and their application in education. Trained observers can 
document not only the ingredients of an intervention, but also how the ingredients are used or not used. This 
analysis must also recognize ingredients provided by outside sources, such as other government agencies, 
philanthropies, or community organizations—ingredients that are necessary, even if not provided by the schools. 
 
The need for using trained observers with observational skills to validate the activities of an intervention, as well 
as to identify the ingredients and their utilization, represents a natural bridge for linking quantitative evaluations 
of results with qualitative methods of observation and explanation. In our guidance on methods for cost-
effectiveness studies, we have clearly elaborated the need for qualitative practitioners to be integral to cost-
effectiveness evaluations (Levin & Belfield, 2015). Our Center for Benefit-Cost Studies of Education 
(www.cbcse.org) at Teachers College, Columbia is attempting to promote this marriage of multiple methods as a 
strategy that allows the best understanding of effectiveness and costs. To accomplish this, we are seeking to 
include more mixed-methods practitioners in our cost-effectiveness training and in our research, and to develop 
good case materials that demonstrate the mixed methods in practice. We are also emphasizing the differentiation 
of resource use from that of implementation in understanding cost-effectiveness. We have some distance to go to 
accomplish these objectives, but mixed methods is clearly at the center of this effort. 
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